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ABSTRACT
Bigane, Anne. Masters, Purdue University, May 1980. An
Investigation of the Final Construction Record Procedure
for the Indiana State Highway Commission
Upon completion of a project for the Indiana State
Highway Commission, all construction pay quantities must
be documented and checked. This material and other
pertinent information constitute the Final Construction
Record. The information in this record is used by several
departments including Accounting, Design and Development.
Currently the Final Construction Record is prepared
using the Indiana State Highway Commission 1970 Construc -
tion Record Guide for Road, Bridge, Maintenance and
Traffic Contracts . Included in this guide are examples
of all of the necessary forms and procedures needed to
verify the final construction quantities.
The Final Construction Record is prepared by the
Project Engineer or Supervisor and then submitted to the
District Review Officer for review. The reviewed record
is then forwarded to the Central Office in Indianapolis
for final approval. The Final Construction Record is
greatly relied upon and essential to the acceptance of
the final pay quantities for an ISHC construction
project. Because of the importance of the Record and its
varied uses, it is essential that the material in it be
presented in the most accurate and efficient manner. The
primary objective of this study was to evaluate and
update the current Construction Record Guide .
In order to attain the objective of the investiga-
tion, several goals were identified. The first goal was
to review the ISHC 1970 Construction Record Guide for Road ,
Bridge, Maintenance and Traffic Contracts thoroughly. The
second goal was to review the current methods of com-
pleting the Final Construction Record in each of the
districts. This was accomplished through interviews
with the staff of the ISHC Construction Division and with
the District Review Officers for each of the six districts.
The information obtained through these interviews was
compiled and discussed with the ISHC Construction Divi-
sion Personnel. The final recommendations made by the
researcher are contained in this report.
The final recommendations were compiled in the form
of the Construction Record Guide, 1981 Revision attached
as an appendix of this report.
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Every year the Indiana State Highway Commission
contracts for the construction of many different types of
projects. These projects range from the installation of
new traffic signals to the expansion of the network of
roads and highways that criss-cross the state. Upon
completion of every project, regardless of size, a Final
Construction Record is prepared by the Project Engineer/
Supervisor.
This Record has several important functions. First,
the documentation of construction quantities and work done
is used to determine the final pay quantities and the
completed cost of the project. Secondly, the contractor
will not receive final payment until the Final Construc-
tion Record is completed and reviewed. Finally, the
design and development departments use the cost informa-
tion provided by the Record as a reference in the prepara-
tion of future contracts and budgets
.
If the Record is not completed and reviewed within
180 days from the time of acceptance of the project, the
ISHC must pay interest at a rate set by the State
Legislature on the unpaid balance, until it is paid.
1.1 Justification
Every Project Engineer/Supervisor receives a copy
of the ISHC 1970 Construction Record Guide to be used as
a reference in the preparation of the Final Construction
Record for a project. This guide is set up in the form
of a sample Final Construction Record, with examples of
the various forms and how they should be completed.
The major proportion of the types of projects
completed by the ISHC has drastically changed in the past
decade. Through the early 1970 's, the ISHC was still
appropriating the greatest part of its budget for the
new construction of the Interstate and other State High-
ways in Indiana. This network has been virtually
completed and now the focus of the construction done by
the ISHC has shifted to maintenance and repair of this
network. This shift in the type of work has brought
with it a different set of construction items; the
Construction Record Guide should be revised to reflect
this changing focus. It is hoped that the conclusions
and recommendations made in this study will help the ISHC
to create a more useful tool for its field employees.
1.2 Goals of the Study
During early interviews with the ISHC Construction
Division Personnel several goals were identified as
essential to the attainment of the objectives of this
study.
The first goal was to thoroughly review the existing
Construction Record Guide
. It was important to have a
complete understanding of the current procedure before
typing to recommend any changes.
The second goal was to develop a set of recommenda-
tions for improvements in the 1970 Construction Record
Guide
,
and the procedures associated with it.
The third goal was to incorporate these recommenda-
tions with the existing material and develop a draft
revision of the Construction Record Guide
.
1.3 Methodology
The Final Construction Record is completed by the
Project Engineer/Supervisor. After the Record has been
compiled, it is sent to the District Office to be reviewed
by the District Review Officer. Since the District Review
Officers have the greatest exposure to a variety of
projects, it was decided that interviews with these six
individuals would provide the best feedback on the
Construction Record Guide as it exists today. They review
many types of projects every year. It is also their
responsibility that the Final Construction Record be
prepared correctly. Any shortcomings in the existing
Guide would be most apparent to those who must work with
it on a day-to-day basis.
The following questions were used in each interview:






2. Can you suggest any changes that might improve
the Guide? Help to streamline the paperwork?
3. Do you feel that the Guide is an adequate tool in
the preparation of a Final Construction Record?
4. Do you feel periodic workshops on the preparation
of the Final Construction Record would be
beneficial?
5. Can you suggest any changes in the current
quantity pay units on any items? Is more time
spent checking the quantities than installing
the item? Would a different unit be easier to
measure and control?
In all of the interviews , the researcher stressed the
fact that the Review Officer's opinions and recommendations
would be kept in strict confidence. These interviews
provided a great deal of valuable information and sugges-
tions for the improvement of the Construction Record
Guide. The results of these interviews will be presented
in Chapter Two of this report.
Finally, after all of the suggestions from the
interviews were compiled, the researcher prepared a
revised draft of the Construction Record Guide . Through-
out the preparation of this revision, the researcher
kept in constant contact and received much input from
the Central Office staff of the Construction Division.
A complete copy of the Draft Revision accompanies this
report as a supplementary appendix.
CHAPTER 2
RESULTS OF THE INTERVIEWS
The researcher traveled to each of the six District
Offices of the Indiana State Highway Commission. The
District Review Officer is responsible for reviewing the
Final Construction Record submitted by the Project Engineer/
Supervisor. This review consists of checking all of the
computations contained in the Record and preparation of
the required material certifications. The reviewed Record
is then forwarded to the Central Office of the Construc-
tion Division in Indianapolis. The Central Office then
issues the final payment to the Contractor. The District
Review Officers were interviewed because it was felt that
they had the greatest exposure to the Construction Record
Guide and its shortcomings would be most apparent to them.
The questions listed in Section 1.3 of this report were
asked of each of the District Review Officers.
The overall format of the Construction Record Guide
was approved by all of the District Review Officers. They
felt it could serve as a valuable tool to the Project
Engineer/Supervisor if it was revised and updated. Every
PE/PS should receive a copy of the Guide at the beginning
of a project. This was especially stressed in the case of
city or county project engineers, who often have much
trouble completing the Final Construction Record. Several
Review Officers stated this was due in part to an
unfamiliarity with ISHC forms, and often was due to the
high turnover rate of municipal employees during the
project. The researcher recommends that the ISHC request
that the turnover of city and county staff on state pro-
jects be kept at a minimum. Periodic workshops
incorporating project engineers from all sources, on the
preparation of the Final Construction Record would also
help alleviate this problem.
The 1970 Construction Record Guide contains a great
deal of spelling and mathematical inaccuracies which make
it difficult to use. Inexperienced project supervisors
would have trouble following examples that contained
these types of errors. Another common complaint was the
fact that the Guide contained several forms which have
been revised since the original publication, but were
never replaced in the Guide. The revised forms contained
substantial differences in several cases. These errors
were corrected in the revised Guide.
The District Review Officers also commented on the
fact that many Project Engineers were copying sketches
from the field books onto ISHC forms. Noting that the
field book is already part of the Final Construction
8Record, this repetition is unnecessary. Every time a
sketch is transferred from a set or original notes, the
chances for errors increase substantially. These copying
errors slow down the reviewing process. Original notes
may be kept in a bound field book or on an approved
ISHC form; reference in the Final Construction Record
need then only be made to the original location.
Several Construction Record forms were deemed
unnecessary by the District personnel. They were the IC
627A, IC 615A, IC 611A and IC 611B. The IC 627A and 615A
are modifications of the 627 and 615. The information
contained on these forms can be found in alternate places
in the Final Construction Record. The researcher concurs
and recommends the elimination of these forms.
Currently there is a fairly complicated procedure
for rounding off calculations and measurements to the
proper number of significant figures listed in the front
of the Construction Record Guide. All of those inter-
viewed felt that a less complex system based on the
dollar value of the associated unit price would be more
appropriate. Items with unit prices under $10.00 are
rounded to the nearest whole unit. Items between $10.00-
$100.00 are carried to the nearest tenth of a unit. Any
item over $100.00 is carried to the nearest hundredth
of a unit. The researcher agreed that a system based on
unit cost would be easier to understand and use.
Several other recommendations were made by the
District personnel. The IC 642 is a form which summarizes
all of the financial information about the project.
Multiple copies of this form are often required. They
recommend that a listing of when more than one copy is
necessary be included in the Guide. Additionally,
several review officers requested that examples of Bridge
Deck Repair and Traffic items and their required documenta-
tion be included also. These types of items are used with
increasing frequency as the focus of highway construction
by the ISHC has shifted within the last few years. The
researcher also concurs with these recommended revisions.
As to the issue of quantity pay units, the District
Review Officers felt that the units currently being used
were adequate. They could not suggest any changes or
modifications in this area.
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CHAPTER 3
CHANGES IN THE 19 70 CONSTRUCTION RECORD GUIDE
After speaking with the District Review Officers and
other ISHC Construction Division personnel, the following
changes were compiled in the Construction Record Guide ,
19 81 Revision .
All numerical, transposition and misspelling errors
were corrected. In the General Instructions provided
before the Sample Record, the description of "original
notes" was expanded upon to help eliminate the recopying
of sketches and figures for the Final Record. All
documentation requires signatures and dates of the appro-
priate personnel.
The present system of determining the proper number
of significant figures is more complicated than it needs
to be. The system in the revision is based on dollar
value of the unit price of every item.
Since 1970 the Division of Construction has taken
over the administration of all construction contracts.
These include those formerly handled by the Divisions of
Maintenance and Traffic. All reference to these Divisions
were eliminated from the Guide.
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The ISHC form M-231 for Bridge Widening and Culvert
Extension and all references to it were removed from the
Guide since this form is not used in the Final Construc-
tion Record.
The description of transmittal of the final reviewed
Record to the Central Office was expanded upon to include
a list of all pertinent material.
The form I.C. 699 has been revised since the original
publication. This revision contains several significant
changes. The explanation of the form was expanded to
include these differences. Among these changes is the
inclusion of the number of as-built plans, field books
and cross-sections in the remarks section of the form.
For all excavation quantities, anytime the plan
quantities will be used, the contractor's signature is
suggested to confirm that effect.
B Borrow for Structure Backfill should include
references to or a copy of detailed computations, espe-
cially when the quantity differs from the plans.
For Pavement Removal items computations and original
notes should contain the names of all pertinent highway
employees
.
The amount of pure Calcium Chloride must be deducted
from the quantities of compacted aggregate for all
Aggregates and Bituminous Mixes. All pure Calcium
Chloride and pug mill reports must then be included in
the Final Construction Record.
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The Construction Record forms IC 627A, IC 615A, IC
611A and IC 611B were eliminated. The IC 611A still
remains in the revised guide as an example only, since the
information contained on it is still needed. This
information will be found in the field book from this
time on.
The explanation for pipe structure items was expanded
to include reference to the IC 612B form, which summarizes
all structure pay quantities. These include catch basins,
manholes, end sections, class "A" concrete, steel, etc.
Original notes and sketches of sub-surface drain runs
are to be taken daily and totaled in the field book.
This information is placed in summary form only in the
Final Construction Record. The copying of original notes
is to be eliminated as much as possible.
The pay quantities for Riprap were changed to include
a choice between the ton or square yard.
Field measurements for Paved Side Ditches must
include not only the lineal feet of ditch but also the
number of lugs, toewalls and the total pay length.
The original notes for all Signs and Barricades shall
be maintained current throughout the project. The move-
ment and/or reusal of signs must be noted and done so
in accordance with Article 801.14 of the 1980 Specifica-
tions. Original notes shall include a sketch of the
location of the signs and barricades.
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The explanation of the seeding items was corrected
to include the proper reference to current forms and
specifications. It was also noted that the Record must
include a statement that the agricultural lime and
fertilizer used under sodded areas has been deducted,
since they are included in the sodding costs.
The explanation sheets for Steel and Timber Piles
were combined. The Order for Piling, Form IC 226 shall
be included in the Record also.
The excessive overrun and underrun item explanation
was updated in accordance with current specifications.
Any change in unit price is negotiable and based only
on that quantity of the item which exceeds a percentage
set. in the specifications. A copy of all worksheets and
the Central Office cover letter shall be included in the
Record for every change in the original contract.
The Engineer may permit the usage of "failed
immediate usage material" which has already been
incorporated into the work prior to the testing results
which show that it has failed. Any deductions to be
applied will be determined by the Failed Material
Committee
.
A reference to Article 715.12 of the 1980 Specifica-




A chart of when multiple copies of the IC 642
(Comparison of Estimates) are required was added. Extra
Work Agreements items shall include a description in
addition to the approval date on the IC 642.
The IC 654 (Record of Construction) has been revised
and eliminates the former IC 654 and the M-269. The
explanation sheet was corrected to reflect this change.
A major item was also defined to be any item in excess of
5% of the total contract.
The Explanation sheet for the IC 632 (Liquidated
Damages) was rewritten to more completely explain the
revised form and the proper procedures for completing
these forms.
Additionally, several new sections were added to the
Guide. These were the IC 728 (Controlling Dates in Final
Estimate Preparation for Computing Interest Due the
Contractor) , the documentation of Alternate Bid Items
,




The major goal for this study was to review the
ISHC 1970 Construction Record Guide for Road, Bridge,
Maintenance and Traffic Contracts and draft a revised
version of the Guide. The preceding chapters of this
report have listed many of the recommendations made by the
District Review Officers as to areas which could be
improved. These improvements will help the Project
Engineer/Supervisor in the preparation of the Final
Construction Record and the District Review Officer in the
review of the Record. Listed below are previously mentioned
recommendations by ISHC personnel and some additional
recommendations made by the researcher:
1. Make the corrections necessary to eliminate all
spelling and mathematical errors contained in the
existing Guide.
2. Update all forms in the Guide so that the most
current version of every form is available.
3. Require the Project Engineer/Supervisor to
reference his sketches whenever possible. Avoid
recopying these skethces onto ISHC forms.
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4. Eliminate the Construction Record forms IC bilk,
IC 615A, IC 611A and the IC 611B since the
information on these forms is contained else-
where in the Record.
5. Eliminate the complicated method of rounding to
significant figures, and use a method based on the
unit price of the item. All calculations should
be made in pay quantity units.
6. List a general form of when more than one copy
of the IC 642 is required on a project.
7. Add a Bridge Deck Repair and Traffic Section.
8. Add a section to the Guide which shows an
example of the documentation necessary for alter-
nate bid items.
9. Include a copy of the IC 728, which contains a
list of the controlling dates in Final Estimate
Preparation for computing interest due the
contractor.
All of the recommendations listed above were
incorporated into a revised version of the Construction
Record Guide contained as a supplementary appendix to
this report. In developing this revision a completely
new original was made to help facilitate the printing of




Indiana State Highway Commission. 1970 Construction
Re cord Guide for Road, Bridge, Maintenance and
Traffic Contracts .
Indiana State Highway Commission. General Instructions to
Field Employees - Division of Construction , 1980
.




CONSTRUCTION RECORD GUIDE 1981 REVISION
General Information
Explanation of Overruns and Undcrruns
Accuracy of Calculations
Painting Contracts
Materials to be Submitted with Construction Record
Transmittal to Central Office
Checklist for Construction Record, Form 1C 699
Title Sheet, Form 1C 608
GRADING ITEMS:





B Borrow for Structure Backfill
Pavement Removal
Pavement Breaking
Combined Curb § Gutter Removal
PAVEMENT - BASE AND SURFACE ITEMS:
Subbase
Type P Compacted Aggregate Base
Bituminous Surface
Bituminous Base
Bituminous Mixture for Shoulders
Bituminous Material for Prime Coat
Bituminous Base Widening
Reinforced Concrete Pavement
Reinforcing Steel for Pavement
Contraction Joints
SMALL DRAINAGE STRUCTURE ITEMS:
Pipe: Group A 18"
Pipe: Group B 36"
Pipe: Group C 42"
Pipe: Group D 12"
6" Pipe: Group K
6" F. B. C. Non-Perforated C. S. Pipe
Culvert End Sections 12"
Culvert End Sections 18"
Aggregate for Sub -Surface Drains
Concrete, Class A for Structures





Guard Rail, Type Ba
Guard Rail, Type D
Fence
Standard Barricades, Type A.
Standard Barricades , Type A
Construction Signs , Type A
Sodding

















































Furnishing f, Placing Fertilizer
Furnishing f, Placing Seed
Furnishing 5 Placing Mulching Material
BRIDGE ITEMS:
Concrete, Class A in Superstructure
Concrete, Class B in Footings
Concrete, Class B Above Footings
Reinforcing Steel
Railing
Furnishing Equipment for Driving Piles
Timber Piles Furnished, Treated
Timber Piles Driven, Treated




Type A Sign Face (Includes All Copy)
Sheet Signs (.080 Min. Thickness)
Sheet Signs (.100 Min. Thickness)
Structural Steel for Signs
Type A Posts
Class B Concrete for Signs
Painted Line
SPECIFICATION PRICE ITEMS:
B Borrow at Adjusted Price
6" Group K Pipe (4* -5' deep)
Reinforced Concrete Pavement, 10" (Adjusted Price
for Failed Immediate Usage Material)
Additional Excavation (For Small Structures)
EXTPA WORK AGREEMENT ITEMS
:
Type G Guard Rail
Bituminous Material for Tack Coat
APPROVED CHANGES IN PLANS (1C 626' s)




Access Road No. 1 Portion
RECORD OF CONSTRUCTION
Entire Contract Using Form 1. C. 654
For Structure 100-1-1111 (1C 654)
RECORD OF COMPLETION AND ACCEPTANCE (1C 635)
COMPLETION DATE § LIQUIDATED DAMAGE DATA (1C 632)
For Working Day Contract 86
For Calendar Day Contract 87
For Immediate Completion Time 88
CONTRACTOR'S INSPECTION OF FINAL CONSTRUCTION
RECORD REPORT (M-39) 89
PROPERTY RELEASE (1C 149) 90
DOCUMENTATION OF ALTERNATE BID ITEMS
TRAFFIC ITEMS
BRIDGE DECK REPAIR ITEMS





































Skctdi of Thcorcctical Section-Circular
Sketch of Thcorcctical Section-Deformed
Volume Tables for CM. Pipe
Volume Tables for Cone. Pipe
Volume Tables for V.C Pipe
Volume Tables for C M. Pipe Arches
Volume Tables for Elliptical Pipe
Volume Tables for Sewer Pipe
VOLUME OF AGGREGATE FOR 6" SUBSURFACE
DRAIN
AREAS BETWEEN ARC AND CHORD OF CIRCLE
Pipe
Pipe
Table 1 - 23
Table 24 - 46
Table 47 - 52
Table 53 - 80
Table 81 - 103







The purpose of a construction record is to set out, clearly and completely,
computations to show the final amount of money to be paid to the contractor.
The record will aid accounting by breaking down costs by projects, and by
showing any costs which will be paid for by state funds only on contracts
with federal participation. Incidental information supplied by the record
will be used in preparing periodic reports and in planning future work.
Computations for each pay item in the contract should start from original
notes, which show measurements for computing the quantity of units to be
paid for. Original notes may be taken in a bound field book or on an
appropriate construction record form. Some examples of original notes
are: crossections in a field book for earthwork, sketches for removal
items, weigh tickets for items paid by weight, etc. All original notes
should be dated and identify those individuals who made the measurements
and notes.
Starting from these original notes, the computations for each item should
be so that they can readily be followed by a checker. To aid in following
the computations; the final record should be completely cross indexed so
that any quantity which is carried from one page to another can be easily
identified and checked..
All pages in the record should be signed or initialed by the person who
prepared them. If calculations are required, each calculation will be
checked by someone other than the one making the original calculation.
All checks will be initialed and dated, and a system of check marks will
be used to show the extent of the check.
Erasures or overwriting are not acceptable in original notes. Errors should
be corrected by neatly crossing out the erroneous data with a double light
line and entering the correct data in the most logical place. All original
notes should be included as a part of the record. Bound field books, by
reference, may be considered a part of the record when they are submitted
with it.
All pages in the construction record should be signed and dated by the
employee who prepared, computed and checked them. This includes all
original notes and field measurements in the Construction Record.
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Explanation Sheet No. ii
In this guide the use of the symbol shown means merely the
omission of entries to show a complete continuity. It pre-
vents the use of repetitive details in the guide, showing
instead only guiding samples of the material required in a
complete record.
Pages of the record should be numbered, using the item number as first page
of a hyphenated number. This system will permit page numbering and cross
referencing to be done as work on the record progresses.
The last numbered item which appeared in the proposal should be followed
by pay items in the following order: items whose prices are established
Specifications or Special Provisions, then items whose prices arc establish-
ed by Extra Work Agreements in the order of approval of the agreements.
Following these the record contains as numbered pages:







Explanation of Overruns and Underruns
For each item of the contract an explanation of underruns and overruns from
the original contract must be made on the l.C. 627 Form, as the case may be.
Excavation items will not normally need to be broken down by balances, but
location of major overruns or underruns must be identified. If there is
not enough available space on the l.C. 627 for explanation of a particular
item, then the explanation should be continued on an l.C. 615 following the
l.C. 627.
An approved Change in Plans, Form l.C. 626, would be an acceptable explana-
tion on the l.C. 627, and they should be cross-referenced. If an item
involved more than one l.C. 626, the l.C. 626' s should be tabulated to
show the total amount that is covered. Any remainder not covered by l.C.
626 would require adequate explanation.
When making the explanation for an item, do not pick out one unit of an
item that varies from the estimate by an amount approximately equal to the
overrun or underrun for the whole item and explain the one variation when
there are other sizable variations in the item. If there are several overruns
and underruns, or differences that compensate, all of which are for the same
reason, they should be grouped. This is particularly true of structures. On
extra work agreements, explain the difference between the amount on the agree-




The degree of accuracy tabulation is furnished to show the required accuracy
for measurements and calculation.
In rounding off, all quantities less than an exact split will be reduced
to the next lower unit. And those more than exact split will be increased
to the next larger unit. Exact splits will be rounded off to the closest
even unit.
The degree of accuracy will be based on the dollar value of the bid item
as shown below. All calculations and measurements will be carried to the
next smallest unit until the final round off.
Bid Amount Accuracy
$0 - 9.99 1 Unit
$10.00 - 99.99 0.1 Unit
Over $100 0.01 Unit
PAINTING CONTRACTS
The original notes for bridge painting contracts should be entered in a
field book. The record of the paint used on each structure should be
shown along with a record of the measured thickness of the paint. The




Materials to he Submitted with the Construction Record
Final Estimate, Form DAC-25 : A final estimate is to be prepared by the
District Office and submitted with the Construction Record . The estimate
is to be made on Form DAC-25 in a manner similar to Progress Estimates.
In the page headings the words "and Final" should be added after the
estimate number. The amount of Liquidated Damages, if any, should be
entered in the proper location in the summary of the estimate. A separate
final estimate will be prepared for each project in the contract. This
breakdown is the same as that for the Progress Estimate. The Controllers
Office furnishes prepared forms for each breakdown of the estimates.
If Forms DAC-25 have not been furnished for any contract the Final Estimate
will be made on the same forms that Progress Estimates arc prepared on.
Material Record, Form IT 611 : The Project File copies of the Material Records
should be transmitted to the Division of Construction for all Contracts along
with the Construction Record.
Transmittal to Central Office
The complete construction record with its supporting data and other material
is to be transmitted to the Central Office after all of the Record is com-
plete and checked. A transmittal letter should list the items transmitted,
so that they can be checked by the receiver. The list should state the
number of Construction Record Books and list such items as the field copy
of daily reports, field notebooks , original survey book , correspondence
file, weight tickets , and cross- sections .
The carrier of the Construction Record for a Contract should be instructed
to deliver it to the Engineer of Office Administration, Room 1313, State
Office Building and get the District copy of the transmittal letter receipted.
For all "M" contracts the complete construction record with its supporting
data which will include weight tickets, field books, BRC books, IT 611 's
and crossections, is to be submitted to the central office after the
Record is complete and checked. A transmittal letter should list the
items transmitted, so they can be checked by the receiver and a receipt
signed by the receiver. The district files arc not to be sent with the
final Construction Record to the Central Office. The project files must
be sent with the Construction Record.
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Explanation Sheet for I.C. 699
Check Lists for Construction Record
This Check List is to be prepared and placed in the front of the Con-
struction Record at the District Office. The column headed DO is to
be used by the District Office. The column headed "CO" is to be used
for Central Office checking.
Appropriate items are to be completed by using the code shown at the
bottom of each page. The Form is to be signed by the District Review
Officer and all items which are completely checked under his supervision
should be listed at the bottom of the last page. One or more items should
be checked under his supervision on all contracts.
Forms should not be used which arc older than the one revised November, 1978,
Some of the boxes in the form have "X's" in them. They mean that the item
does not apply to the checking done in that column.
Include the number of field books, "as built" plans, and crossections to
be included with the record under item 33. List under item 18, ic , 699,
the names of all property owners from whom property releases are required.
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Form I . C. 699
Rev. 11-78
2M2-79
Page 1 of 3
CHECK LIST FOR CONSTRUCTION RECORD
(To Be Inserted in Front of Construction Record)
Contract No. Jj- QOC>0
Project No.
,T - I /V>^ I (l~)C\
Structure No.
Type of Contract or Work (_(?*/£• V H>iTlM jliA
Locatlon FigcM Pnac.,r Srcr-^r iki
Contractor £ick.T: e>ki fpM?;n?i 'rnn i ) Cq
USE CODE AT BOTTOM OF PAGE
1. Is form I. C. 608 complete including checkers names?
2. Has an index been included?
3. Does cross-section plotting and area calculations have at least25 percent check by District?
*" hT C ?nr,o eX" S ,S Cut> borrow P ,ts and e«ess fill computationshad a !00/o check in the District Office?
5. Has fertilizer and lime used under sod been deducted or accountedtor on a statement signed by PE/PS7
6. Have I.C. 627' s been checked for:
a) Breakdown by projects, structures, funding, etc.?
b) Accuracy of plan and placed quantities, also siqned
explanation?
7. Change in Plans and Extra Work Agreements:
a) Have Forms I. C. 115 and/or I. C. 626 been submitted on all
significant overruns and undcrruns?
b) Have Forms I. C. 115 and/or I. C. 626 been sent to the
^deral Aid Section on "S" Projects?
8. Have I. C. 6')2's been checked for:
a) Accuracy of all quantities, unit prices and e-tensions?
b) Breakdown by Proj
. ,
Str., Funding, etc-, as spli in
proposal?
c) Non-Part, work shown as a "Z" item? (Federal Aid Contracts)





















Page 2 of 3
9. Has the Final Estimate been checked for:
a) Date of first and last work?
b) Final quantities in agreement with I. C. 6^42' s7
c) Non-Participating work shown as "Z" item? (Federal Aid
Contracts)
d) Signatures?
10. Are Forms I. C. 225, Pile Driving Record & I. C. 226, Order
for Piling included when needed?
11. If materials ordered by the PE/PS were not used on the
contract and were purchased from the contractor, has
Form I. C. 625A been included with the new item?
12. Does the Final Construction Record include a separate Form
I. C. 65*1 for each Project and Structure?
13- a) Has resolvement of overrun of contract work days,
completion date or open to traffic date been made?
b) Has Form M-39, with liquidated damages or damages
sustained stated thereon, been signed by the contractor?
14. Has Form I. C. 632 been properly prepared and signed?
15- Are copies of Form I. C. 639 and letter of acceptance in the
Construction Record?
16. Has Form I. C. 636A (Traffic Only) been submitted for each
traffic installation to the District and Central Office
Traffic Departments?
17- Has Clearance Information, Form M-232A been submitted?
18. Are Property Releases included and signed?
19- Has a check of all Weigh Tickets for Project and/or
Contract No., accuracy, two signatures and percent of
moisture been made?
20. Have As-Built plans for Bridges, Signs and Signals been
forwarded to Central Office?
21. Have Shop Tracings been received?
22. Have Prestressed l-8eam reports been received?
























Form I. C. 699
Rev. 11-78
Page 3 of 3
23- Have pavement thickness reports been received?
a) Have deductions or adjustments been made for concrete
thickness and/or placement of reinforcing steel where
requi red?
2k. Has a clearance letter releasing the contractor from all
indebtedness been received from the railroad?
25. Has the control book been checked for any unresolved
problems such as failed materials, claims, damage suits,
etc.?
26. a) Have Original Survey books been returned to Central
Office Records Department?
b) Have original cross sections been sent to Central
Office when applicable?
27- Have Bench Mark Tablets been set?
a) Has Form I. C. 126, Final Description and Elevation of
Bench Marks been distributed?
28. Has Form CR-2 been sent to Central Office?
29. Has a material certificate been issued with all exceptions
listed?
30. Does the project file contain payrolls on all Federal Aid
Projects?
31. Has a Form P. R. ^7 been submitted for contracts over $500,000?
a) Has a Form P. R. ^7 been approved by FHWA?
32. Has Form I. C. 630, Interstate Certificate been signed?
33- Remarks:















This Construction Record has received a complete review under my supervision
and a detailed check has been made of items numbered: *V , ^> , ~7 — **) 1 1 - 171
^-•y-3, •*&, ->*>> 42o 4 c3-4o 51- 55, M -L- rc
Central Office Review By:






Form I. C. 699
Rev. 11-78
Page 3 of 3
23- Have pavement thickness reports been received?
a) Have deductions or adjustments been made for concrete
thickness and/or placement of reinforcing steel where
requi red?
2k. Has a clearance letter releasing the contractor from all
indebtedness been received from the railroad?
25. Has the control book been checked for any unresolved
problems such as failed materials, claims, damage suits,
etc.
7
26. a) Have Original Survey books been returned to Central
Office Records Department?
b) Have original cross sections been sent to Central
Office when applicable?
27. Have Bench Hark Tablets been set?
a) Has Form I, C. 126, Final Description and Elevation cf
Bench Marks been distributed?
28. Has Form CR-2 been sent to Central Office?
29. Has a material certificate been issued with all exceptions
1 isted?
30. Does the project file contain payrolls on all Federal Aid
Projects?
31. Has a Form P. R. k7 been submitted for contracts over $500,000?
a) Has a Form P. R. Uj been approved by FHWA?
32. Has Form I. C. 630, Interstate Certificate been signed?
33- Remarks:















This Construction Record has received a complete review under my supervision
and a detailed check has been made of items numbered: <\
|




Central Office Review By:












INDIANA STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION
DIVISION GF CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION RECORD TO ACCOMPANY FINAL ESTIMATE ON
1-100-1(1)0 SttuctUfe No 100-1-lHl Contract Na_.J-.9221
IndianN. Main St., Miami: 1st. St.S.lmlj,







CONTRACTOR General Construction Co., Hooslervllle, Indiana
DISTRICT FNir.TNFFR Paul Jones
PROJECT ENGINEER, from I 6 Dec - 19 60
FROJECT ENGINEER, from. 19
ASST. PROJ. ENGR, from 2 Jan . _i9_69
ASST. PROJ. ENGR, from 15 Jan. iq69
ASST PROJ ENGR., from 19







































































COMMON OR UNCLASSIFIED EXCAVATION
The Special Provisions will specify cither "Contract Quantity Payment" or
"Measured Quantities" for these and other grading items.
Contract Quantity Payment: Where "Contract Quantity" or "Plan Quantity"
payment is specified, it will be necessary to take final cross sections
of the roadway only as they are required to establish the reasonable
accuracy of the planned quantities; and as they arc required to make
excavations deductions from borrow material.
In order to establish the reasonable accuracy of the plan quantities,
cross sections should be taken every 500 feet. These should be plotted
and the cut areas computed. If anyone of these areas varies from the
planned area as much as 10 percent, an investigation should be made to
determine if the planned quantity for the balance should be revised or if
measured quantities should be substituted for plan quantities. If the
average deviation of the measured areas from the planned areas for the
entire contract exceeds two percent a similar investigation should be
made.
To further check the accuracy of the plan quantity of excavation at least
one balance should be completely computed from the cut areas shown on the
cross sections. If the cross sections were plotted and the areas and
volumes printed on the cross section sheet by a computer, the check of
a balance may be done by making an addition of all of the parts which
constitute the common or unclassified excavation in the balance.
Pages 1A-1 and LA- 2 show sample computations to justify "Contract Quantity
Payment." The Record should contain a statement signed by the Project
Engineer and Project Supervisory similar to that shown on page 1A-1 for
any part of the job on which plan quantities are to be used. The con-
tractors representative should sign the statement at this time also.
In balances where it is found that contract quantity payments are justified
and where no borrow was used, no excavation deduction will be needed.
In balances where borrow is used, the cross sections which have been taken
at 500 foot intervals should be examined to determine if fill deductions
should be made. If it is found that fill deduction should be made, it
will be necessary to take additional cross sections to measure the deduct-
able material. Borrow balances should also be carefully inspected visually
to determine if there are other areas which should be sectioned to measure.
32
Explanation Sheet lb
Measured Quantities : Where "Measured Quantities" are specified or found
necessary by the check of plan quantities described previously the exca-
vated quantities in each balance arc to be computed on Form 1C-401. Any
quantity measured separately from the main line should be added to the
proper balance total, if "excess cut" or "waste" deductions are described
below, are applicable to the roadway excavation, they should be made from
the balance totals.
Computer computation of roadway excavation is now available. To obtain
this service the final cross sections must be coded by District personnel.
It will also be necessary for the original cross sections to be coded by
District personnel unless the original cross sections were plotted for
design by a computer. In the latter case the original cross sections
will have already been coded.
In the event that computer computation is requested, computer plotting
should also be requested. This is to make the final plotted sections
available for examination and for making any necessary excavation deduc-
tions. Within limitations, the District can select the scale to which
the plotting is made. No additional coding is necessary to obtain the
computer plotting.
DEDUCTIONS
The following definitions are made to aid in understanding this discussion:
Authorized Cuts : All cut between slopes staked by the Engineer; also any
authorized cuts beyond these slopes. These flattened slopes include those
authorized at cut to fill transitions and others that may be authorized to
help control erosion.
Excess Cut : All cuts performed on the right-of-way beyond the limits of
authorized cuts.
Fill Waste : All fills placed in embankments outside of staked limits plus
tolerance limits as defined in the specifications.
This applies to all excavated material which is suitable for fill but
wasted either on or off of the right-of-way.
Deductions : That part of "fill waste" or "excess cut" which need not
have been excavated in order to complete the work as staked or otherwise
specifically authorized.
Computing Deductions : The location of slope stakes, as shown on the grade
sheets , should be plotted on the cross sections. If fill extends beyond
the slope stakes, the specified tolerance limits should also be p Lotted.
Any authorized cut or fill beyond these limits should be explained and
initialed on the cross section.
33
Explanation Sheet Lc
In waste balances, deductions will ordinarily be made from cut. In borrow
balances they will ordinarily be made in fill. In balances with neither
waste or borrow, deductions will be made from the lessor of "excess cut"
or "fill waste." If the lessor cannot be determined by inspection of the
cross sections, it will be necessary to compute botli in order to determine
which is the lesser quantity.
Fill deductions are to be made from the most expensive material used to
the exclusion of the material. For example, if common or unclassified
excavation was bid higher than borrow, fill deductions would be made
from common or unclassified excavation up to the amount of "excess cut"
which was made in the balance. Normally fill deductions will be from
borrow.
Cut deductions will be from the class of excavation represented by the
"excess cut."
On jobs where no material suitable for fills is wasted outside of the
right-of-way limits, deductions may be determined by treating the entire
contract as one balance. Obviously, if borrow is required "fill waste"
should be deducted.
Where it is necessary to compute "excess cut", "fill waste", or both the
computations should be .made on Form l.C. 401 with totals for each balance.
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Compute the net volume removed from each pit on Forms l.C 401. Use form
l.C. 615 to distribute each pit total to the balances.
The location of each borrow pit and the name of the owner should be shown
in the field book, on the cross section sheets and on Form l.C. 401. The
field book should also contain a sketch of the pit's base line layout and
notes concerning the bench marks used.
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Our General Instruction to Eield Employees show sample field book notes
for test holes. The pay lengths should be summarized on Form l.C. 615
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B BORROW FOR STRUCTURE BACKFILL
Payment for B Borrow for structure Backfill is to be made on the basis of
plan quantities. Changes from the plan quantities must be approved. Re-
quest for approval of changes should be made on Form 1C 626. These requests
should be made in cases where a major error in the original computations is
found, where a structure is relocated so as to make a major change in the
B Borrow required, or where a structure is added which requires B Borrow.
Detailed computations are needed when approval of an adjusted quantity is
requested. These may be placed in the record either with the item or with
the 1C 626 Form.
Measurement of structure backfill material, by truck measurement or other-
wise, is required only when the material is taken from a pit cross -sectioned
for payment as another item. Then the total measured quantity used on struc-
tures is deducted from the pit, even if it is greater than the pay quantity
for structures.
For each structure requiring granular backfill, the structure book should
have a note that the structure was backfilled as planned or as otherwise
approved. If the granular backfill came from common excavation or from a
pit-crossectioned for another item, the structure book should show the
source. The planned and placed quantities can be transferred directly to
Form 1C 627. The remarks column of Form 1C 627 should show references to
approved changes. Reference to or a copy of the detailed computations
should be included in the record.
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The original notes for removal items may be made either in a field book
or on Form 1C 614. Computations should also be made on Forms 1C 614.
Subtotals should be grouped as nearly as practical as the quantities
shown on the plans are grouped. These subtotals are carried to Form 1C
627 for comparison to the planned quantities.
Computations may be made in a field book; sub-totals compiled in the field
book and the totals carried to the 1C 627. All original notes must include
the names of those highway employees compiling the original notes and taking
the field measurements. It is suggested that plan and final quantities be
computed on an 1C 615 rather than the 1C 627. Sketches in the field books
should conform to those illustrated on page 7-1 and 7-2.
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Payment for subbase is made on the basis of plan quantity. This planned
quantity can be revised by authorized changes which add to or decrease
the original quantity.
A check of the plan quantities should be made to insure that there is no
major or gross error. If this check does reveal that such an error exists,
and that the error changes the total quantity by more than 2 percent, it
will be necessary to recompute the entire quantity.
Any change in quantity should be computed and checked; then approval should
be obtained on Form 1C 626. The approved changes added to or subtracted
from the proposal quantity will be the final pay quantity.
The explanation of undcrruns or overruns on Form 1C 627 should contain this
statement, "A sufficient check of the adjusted plan quantity has been made
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Explanation Sheet 11a
AGGREGATE AND BITUMINOUS MIXES
This instruction is for aggregate and bituminous mix items which are paid
for by weight.
An adding machine tape showing the total net weight should be attached to
the tickets for each days run. The tape or an attached note should also
show date, kind of material, number of loads and location(s) used. The
weight tickets with this information attached will constitute the original
notes for the item.
From these notes monthly Forms 1C 640A are prepared. A progressive total
can be carried from sheet to sheet on these forms. The final total for
the item or any portion of the item is then carried to a Form 1C 627 for
comparison to the proposal quantity.
A Form 1C 615 should be used if it is needed to regroup quantities.
It is to be noted that adding machine tapes should show that the machine was
cleared before each individual addition was started.
Weigh tickets for all aggregates should show the moisture content.
The original copies of Forms 640A, not zerox or carbon copies, should be
placed in the Construction Records.
Pure calcium chloride and pug mill reports are to be included in the final.
Inspector at the pub mill plant to prepare 1C 599 weight tickets on Ca CI
used. Tonnage of Pure Ca CI is to be deducted from compacted aggregate.
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Similar to other items paid for by weight, the weigh tickets are the ori-
ginal notes. Complete data from each ticket is posted on Form 1C 26, where
they are totaled for the various portions of the contract. These totals
are compared to proposal quantities on Form 1C 627.
The original copies of Form l.C. 26, not zerox or carbon copies should be
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The original notes for rigid pavement items should be final chaining notes
which show station equations, gaps, etc. These are transferred to Form
1C 611A for computations.
Intersections, crossovers, etc. should be sketched, usually on Form 1C 614,
with computations. The original sketches may be made either in a field
book or directly on the form 1C 614. Totals of separate portions of the
contract are carried to Form 1C 627 for comparison to itemized proposal.
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REINFORCING STEEL FOR PAVEMENT
Items such as this can be shown and computed on detail sheets with the pavement,
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The original notes for joints used in intersections should be with the pave-
ment measurements. Original notes for main line joints can be either in a
field book or on Form 1C 615 as shown on page 19-1.
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Tabulate quantities for Pipe Structures and Concrete Culverts on Form 1C
612R by taking the quantities directly from the Structure Books. Subtotal
the contract divisions and transfer to Form 1C 627.
The explanation for the overruns and underruns should be made for each structure
in the remark column at Form 1C 612B.
All structure pay quantities are to be shown on 1C 612B; included is 3X common,
catch basins, inlets, man holes, end sections, class "A" concrete steel, etc.
Reference totals direct to the 1C 627 for each item. Structure book notes
are to include trench widths of all pipe structures.
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The staking notes for subsurface drains should be supplemented to make them
original notes for both the length of pipes laid and the volume of aggregate
placed. If the trench width is less than 14 inches, a sketch showing the
cross section or cross sections with stations used should be a part of the
original notes.
The lengths of pipe to be paid for should be sketched and computed on Form
1C 614.
Aggregate can be computed on Form 1C 615 as shown.
Original staking notes are to include sketches for the particular sub-surface
drain run. Summary of each day item used in a run, are to be shown in the
field book. Summarize all day, items on an 1C 615. Field book sketches are
to be prepared using (as a guide) those illustrated on pages 24-2 through
24-4. It is intended to eliminate as much as possible the copying of ori-
ginal notes.
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Original notes may be kept either in a field book or on Form 1C 614. Area
computations should be made on Form 1C 614 or 615.
Specific methods of computing the quantity when the lower edge is constructed
below grade is set out on Miscellaneous Standard Sheet MB2. This sheet also
tells how toewall is to be converted to an equivalent surface area for payment,
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A good place for the original notes for an item of this nature is in the
field book, along with the staking notes. Then the lengths at each run
shown on the plans can be compared with the placed length on Form 627.
Field measurement may be placed in a field book or on an 1C 615 form. Field
measurement must include a lineal foot measurement, number of lugs, number
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Indiana State highway Commission
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Fence chaining notes may either be placed in a field took or recorded di-
rectly on Form 1C 614 as shown on pages 36-3 and 36-4. Form 1C 615 lends
itself well for tabulating the fence lengths on each side of centerline
as shown on pages 36-1 and 36-2,
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ICO Kfto Contract No.
5lai No 1, ^V?
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£ntik£ CowreMx \0,6'(oO \0,^5T4 tOfv f^-A.b tcilTlOM ?>(-'
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-t^H-cO- 2^1 t^o t1>o
£>£*&<?.£.
^ 4-f 40 - ^9<-co -7/.0
'Zv+co- Z£+7S -75.0
^5+^7^ - ttrtco ^3.9 t&£Mi£. tor
Pi?6u^ EW^
•2.1»-co -'-^h<x> ^00.^7
^4-+ cd -3U-f?r •2/) / .




5/feCJ.k iTnk^ Fe&Ct c*Pr 3/fc*
<z\e€>,o /^trx/ 3^>- 7
lc,*&3.i<,
-T&rrtf. &>£, fccjicy
3/?V (0, i?£"<£ 7£ p. &>
COMPUTED BY Jb &&-
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Stat* Form 18C4
5mi280 Ind.iana State Highway Commission
CONSTRUCTION RECORD
_
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S^T6H%!> ay ^4--^ 4 ?^~4-
^jrt^c^4 L4^6iTU Saj*mnj^^^
OVbc- l-voo -7^).^ CCrti^'c^c (Lor
1-voo - ktoc> 5b I.S
k+oo - |UoO SOo.S
l\+oo- toie IHS.n
Z£+1£ - 2?>t d,6 I03.O
6e*b^.
74-4 <k>- 2S+-CO -70-S
Z^+C^-^Ttb 7S.1
7.S+TS- 'Zk-t-^ 84-. o d££f3ct(L (Lot
Pj&^c &>,Ms
<7:7t?30 ^ 7;7t-5c 7/.D Coe&cd. dor
?;7t5£- 4p^co 7a£Z.O
4-?)ic^ -^SD^o 7^)1 -O
BDtCO-6Z-+-fiC tffifl./O
euh
sies.c "TCT-Ac, VlTUC'c bc-iKT "Srfc^
re- *~. ^H
COMPUTED BVJb CHECKED tO~
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Original notes for each pay item should list, and number, each sign or
barricade used. This listing should show a date on which the sign or
barricade was placed and also a date when it was no longer required at a
given location. When a sign with the same message as one used previously
is required, the listing should show that the original sign was reused.
All movement of signs and barricades is in accordance with article 801.14
of the specifications. Include a sketch to pinpoint the location of all
signs and barricades.
Original notes for all signing items shall be maintained in a field book
and kept current. Listings shall include all information included above.
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10M 8 80
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fKrr -T^t^r
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Original notes may be kept on form 1C401A or in the field book. Areas that
can readily be broken into trapezoids with their bases perpendicular to
centerline should be tabulated on the left part of the sheet. If sketches
are required, they should be shown on the right side of the sheet.
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kdm> roEmtsM QTioo inoi 1 4o-e
A^CKS &l;M> QjdO <&o<2. Go2 4o~3
TciftL ComteAo- 7S^c> ^nO^ C,C^
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oA-*. ALl»Tw
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form i.e. -«oia 3»" p °"n 38828
REV. 5-162 INDIANA STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION
Page No.,4fcl
_=k__ Project No. )CQ
CONSTRUCTION RECORD
_ Section 1 ( Op
ITEM. tSakkiv^ (jL£Pr)




































NOTES, SKETCHES AND REMARKS
<£l rTc/^. 2_t--< ^>0
25t55 17.2.
17.2 *. l4-.(o *-/z - 12.^
1^(21.0* 27o") 10.7 = 4_7 ^>
'/2.(a7.C T 27.^3t.2= ^^
y2 ( 27.^> <- l(*-4)
'»-4 s 4g&
1(^.4 *.<3,2 */«L * 4^>




•SP L^Pr -ate*? RcA^b feenoM
to V&\. 4o-2.
COMPUTED 8Y -i£> £fer
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COMPUTED BY ^fci &&-
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SQ. FT. TOTAL NOTES, SKETCHES ANO REMARKS
isr r 5id^
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f.bi-co fc.P lU.D 7P0 <5kC£W.p•^Vm T£CkL^ C4«T,U-f 5"<Loo








The original notes for all of these seeding items are to be kept on weigh
tickets, Form 1C 599. These should be grouped daily and posted on Form 1C
115 for summary. The sodding price includes the cost of limestone and
fertilizer used under it. It is best to keep an accurate record of all
fertilizer and limestone applied to the project, then deduct the theoretical
quantities required for the sod to get the correct quantities to pay for as
separate items.
Form 1C 647 is to be used for computing the percent of moisture in mulching
material. The forms dated 4-1-72 have a formula shown which based the
percent of moisture on the wet weight of the mulch. This is correct for the
1980 Specifications.
It should be noted that the moisture content is to be computed to the nearest
0.51 by specification.
There must be a statement on the 1C 627 that the agricultural lime and
fertilizer used under the sod have been deducted.
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feo?v£> tT>(2>ttCM 2.4, ooo *
tV<^^ Co^jo ^oco^
T^d-COtt- roe, "Sbt> @. 2.T / A^£i?
fc)*o te&VTf'M ~-^4o * foCO - £Z37 ^
P^CtSS. 1</-A-b 4^-^i77 x 4ooc> =- £/>*. &s
&Ar> Wrif^l
2.4, t>oc>-z;z3~7
IfSP * /OO 76^ TO P. 47
Klc^a ^oAti '<ij COO — fc*»
r
7 <-r-<j " - 0,7 7tWb 7D P- 4/
COMPUTED BY vjk CHECKED P-^-
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12-80 Indiana State Highway Commission
CONSTRUCTION RECORD
.T ..„ un (AD- Udo
,IRN o.
_
4Z-\it No U— [
:rNo_XrOOOO
ITFM fO^^HlMft ? HK\Mi fetori i.
i
2/^ ... 4-2.
^rrvnr>4<> "DA.TP V^t5w k:\ l?f=UAEr*S
O*o0- 7M?^ l^K >°Uly*> /5"o ik^N OAjNis-P' Sn/X
llt+^-Zfr^ l.^k. XDh\<ft B* n«».h ijAj^^icSsnfs
fl+oft - 46+co ?5 ivliollfi Pr>n
4o+CO-57+Pr> P. lohllh*> &rx^
5"Z-*£o -4o+oo 6-
4-o-vco - £>+-<?£> k 'o/itJ(& &&£>
•2-6 33 T2>/7?r_ ^A4i0 Potent
- Z.Z3 =
-^ * 4d0 - /&£ SoA
A4/6 A/(?r ' A 3-Og 77W<>
t& /? ^2
P-krflO-^iJ^tf^/C *V« £6 US&& cmfoe. SnK
2C-TCO ~ 33 -rco /HL "/n/10 P-GQ
^66 mrftr, Access /&L*3-h>
- £6 r ^^^^ - -fie-r Sob>
2-60 N£T- O. /oo T6M<>
-m P. <fz.
COMPUTED OV <J£ CHECKED £&~
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feMiSM/Kift ^ fo /v i /jfr 5rcTN
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PROJECT NO. "1 - 10ft -lfibO
Central Office
District Office DATE : |Q | 1 \ U^)
Project File '
MOISTURE DETERMINATION FOR MULCHING MATERIAL
Sample No.
Weight of Wet Mulch and Container b'Zo lbs.
Less Weight of Container | , QO lbs.
Net Weight of Wet Mulch (A) ^.^ft lbs.
Weight of Dry Mulch and Container k.OO lbs •
Less Weight of Container I OQ lbs,
Net Weight of Dry Mulch (B) *3iOQ lbs,
100 X (A-B)
_ M _ Percent of moisture in Mulching Material to
B nearest 0.5 percent.
Computation: (]q0 )(q. 2b)
_ g Q^ s^y % Cj*lQ
S.oo " ^ p^ 44-1
Remarks: nftVl^ fePkg Se^VS <oTe/^vJ ^t-feoOM
Signed fcyJU^t- Urc
Title IMSPeOQfc.
Samples to be numbered consecutively.









PROJECT NO. T - | CO- |Mo
Central Office ,
District Office DATE: | p| IZ (lo ?
Project File
MOISTURE DETERMINATION FOR MULCHING MATERIAL
Sample No.
Weight of Wet Mulch and Container V, i*3 *Z. lbs.
Less Weight of Container I.QQ lbs.
Net Weight of Wet Mulch (A) <S< C59 lbs •
Weight of Dry Mulch and Container C . P)Q lbs,
Less Weight of Container I . OQ lbs,
Net Weight of Dry Mulch (B) jQ ,{)f\ lbs,
100 X (A-B)
_ M _ Percent of moisture in Mulching Material to
B nearest 0.5 percent.
Computation: (jbO) Q 5.5 2- 5.Col , (0.4°/o 5^ )05°/
Remarks: Tjiis ee^E SEMT-i ML ST^K^ S^lVJeGTeb
cm lolr^l/3)
Signed ?fe4-£ vJ- LW
Title iMSPFLTCrg,
Samples to be numbered consecutively.






,0"M '" CONTRACT NO. T.-QP&C)
Distribution: ,.
PROJECT NO. J- lOO- l/^Ci
Central Office
District Office DATE: [0 [ l^jk°)
Project File
MOISTURE DETERMINATION FOR MULCHING MATERIAL
Sample No.
Weight of Wet Mulch and Container L • <^> lbs.
Less Weight of Container 1 't>6 lbs,
Net Weight of Wet Mulch (A) 5. 1? lbs,
Weight of Dry Mulch and Container (e ,00 lbs.
Less Weight of Container 1 . 00 lbs,
Net Weight of Dry Mulch (B) 5. OC> lbs.
100 X (A-B) _ M _ Percent of moisture in Mulching Material to
B nearest 0.5 percent.
Computation: (iQDl fa 15-5.00^ - % ,Cf*f MftlfeTOBs
5 >0o tc> pfei. 44-\
Remarks: 7^ fcEM^ESFMTS A^L Srt^W D<rLlv/eKet>
Signed l?^k^ l)cc
Title yospgorog;
Samples to be numbered consecutively.




ITEMS: BRIDGE CONCRETE f, REINFORCING STEEL
The quantities shown on the plans for these items arc to be accepted as
correct unless normal checking proves otherwise. If the quantities are
found to be otherwise, then detailed calculations should be submitted with
Form 1C 626 which corrects the plan quantity. When this procedure is
followed, we can have the computations checked by the Division of Design. In
some cases they will issue revised plans showing the corrected quantities.
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itfm foH('g£^E
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St»la Form 2G03
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CONSTRUCTION RECORD
T pBOJ mo. itn- \W)h 8tr. no ,[ci>o-i-nn . con,«aCT No-iroooo
item ^fc^fc^-Ci^cn 9/re-fci
__no_4&__
^tipj-a m/vs H-Nl^o ^<b PtANHgb
(W-EoS^- C&UAHTny £5,4(0 0^
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10M 880
Indiana State Highway Commission
construction record
nJ1Q^l_ ots . no ioo-i-um Contract No.
,TrM RMl-ikvi-i MvhF ^arC)
4^a« No : L.











6m. ioo-M\vl 160 \?,c, Total Co^jviRAcr 34-/
As ft A<Nk1c b
QULL*y+z.
cr
COMPUTED BY jfc 2HECKEO P?3-
Stat« Form 2602
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Contract NO_ 2£lO
ITEM fo ig^fSHiKiei Fx^h^ur-hT Fot< bfcuv/iNki Pii^ „. t^n















COMPUTED BY -Jr> CHECKED £B-
SUM Form 3602
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Paoc No « 1^ I
Indiana State Highway Commission
CONSTRUCTION RECORD
r .. lor;- UtlQ .„. mo . leo -i-m l c „T „„,t-cgoo
iTEMffcfcLaSfciit^ ^^utPM&Mr fee, tx-nj^ui ^k^s No_£LQ_
Ofcien^u Mo-rgs




COMPUTED BY Jh> CHECKED "JcLjcV-
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Explanation Sheet 51a
PILES FURNISHED AND DRIVEN
For timber piling, treated or untreated, a record of the piles order should
be included in the Construction Record. The orders will justify the length
of each pile placed in the leads. It should be recognized that the methods
of producing timber piles does not lend itself to obtaining all of the length
placed in the leads should not exceed the ordered length plus one foot.
For steel piling, the pay item is "Pile Shells Furnished and Driven" or steel
H piles furnished and driven.
The pile driving records are the original notes. They should be verified and
signed by a contractor representative at the time of placement. The final
pay lengths to be paid for should be taken from the pile driving records
,
Form 1C 225. The total length placed in the leads is the length furnished.
The total length below cut-off is the length driven and the pay length.
Form 1C 226, order for piling, should be included in the record as well as
the pile driving record.
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Indiana State Highway Commission
CONSTRUCTION RECORD
(no loo - > - n m Contract No
itfm HjUJ^gS LlUaSi (-L/feJJi'kt-tFN. Tfc&/VTHft
I-COOQ
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^J f) :hecked NC-J-^^
Stoio Form 2C0J
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Contract No. J* OOOO
Structure Nn /CQ - /-/Ml
Project No. I ~l00- J 0)O
Tn heticKkL LCMSflK'orxfnH Co,
Piling Order No..
Date AfifclL 1 6", l^lft
Nk>Tt>\A/hi
Contractor
/A) fc /A<M k.
This will be your authority to deliver to the site of the above mentioned structur
_" concrete piles ")
Kjreated tirnber_pHeir~)
untreated timber piles
" steel H piles











The tabulation of all piles ordered is as follows:




_piles, whose accumulated length is
Length












-T~ COCO piHng order No <LContract No
Structure Nn ICQ-M HI _ pate AfftjU _g^ /%9









" steel H piles
" steel pile shells
.
. Jt" piles, each nJ feet long.
Number Length
_____ piles, each feet long.
Number Length
The tabulation of all piles ordered is as follows:
This order l< piles, whose accumulated length is ____ Lin. Ft.
Number Length
Prev. ordered _____= piles, whose accumulated length is __? Lin. Ft.
Number Length















|TEM_ TiMrbt-fr» Put-S .bRw/CN/, T/CPA..7FES
Co»T«ACT NO X-'CQOO
No 5'{*-
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Form IC 226 Stan Foim 4287
Rev. 0-6-60
5M2B0 CONTRACT NO.—H^CC'CJQ
STRUCTURE Nr> [CO " I - 1 1 U
project NoXrilCOrilOACL
TYPt "BiifTuBt * 2L-/V rS ~T~£r
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&.o o ._<£*£ TOTALS TO DATE 1i.
cy_^Mc-75 rrr. 52 -2.NOTE:—On the back of this sheet rrmke a sketch of each foundation reported on, number-
ing e-"ich pile and showing the points of the compos nnd the direction of flow of stre.im. *\'\^- \T r'r* F'K\ / /iV
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Stata Form 4287 52-zINDIANA STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION
5M280 CONTRACT NO. ~L-~ gjgggCj DATE.
STRUCTURE NO. |C£ - ) -I 11 \ RECORD NO "2 ^ PjMA^
,.
project NoJLzJOO_^jO)A PILE DRIVING for Tgat&K
typc .,.uC,u., tSlA-gs "ToE* RECORD PC OF PILIiLlMK "Bfc LT 4&Q
7Z> Pa;. G|
-to ft;. 52NOTE:—On the back of this sheet ninkn a sketch of each foundation reported on, number-
i"j each pile and showing the points of the compass and the direction of flow of stream.
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JL PROJ. NO.. loo
Indiana State Highway Commission
CONSTRUCTION RECORD
„ 1 (Oo .,..» loo - 1 ~ in ) Contract No. Xrcoco
ITEM. Seel "U" [Ws, 5£hJjM&jb l!>fcuJ£^ t?"











JtrO-l- im\ <Z(o lcf7__ 5 6b-
PlLfeS HVlT Sccib KcciC A. r w > {>>S£'' ciMi.Tft.r m
£L<£w/v:nc) K\ ' :S«U,>U i'M OfU Tl IE P> JSOiS
(>l .4L B*.
V
COMPUTED BY vJb :hecked P-J^
Su>!« Form 2602
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Form IC 2:5 St.to Form 4287
Rev 6-&-60
5M 2 80 CONTRACT NO. J^"" CCOO
STRUCTURE NO, ICC—l ~ \\ 1A












to Fx_?. £3 2-
NOTE:—On the back of this sheet make a sketch of c.ieh foundation reported ( .,«„„ Cy-iit*- ftp-*-
Ing e;ich pile and showing the points of tLc compass and iLe direction of flow of stream, --*. / ^, t- r-*"- , / -^ r»
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INDIANA STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION
53-2
5M 2-80 CONTRACT NO. J ' POCQ








RECORD NO. 2 4 p-//jAC
FOR L^
. IY-C OF PILING
l-V.und. ! Tuul
and I-enpth i length j r-«™uoo
Pile Put in 1 Length 1 Beiow ] '-">









4— 1 i 2,0.0 l^>'
_£ * . Sftfc> "2.4ZJ 14.6"
-tC'^T M. fc 15 »*fe A 1 13 & A>H££* lH A r£- l^C Fo-SA
c
iZ.4 t7.L> o f 7 2.6 Kt,<:|u/£&t»
4-Z •Z^.c 3Tc 2c.o o
_32:^
4.-5 "2 cj.c 4.3, ; 7C.-7 o 72.6
4-4-
_3<?.<? 7.6 7.7 .? o j, 7^.6 14-0
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NOTE:—On the back of this sheet make a sketch of e.ich foundation reported on, number-




Foundation excavation shall be paid for as the item or items shown on the
plans, except that if Class X excavation is encountered where norewas
estimated, it shall be paid for at a unit price as set out in this specifi-
cations, Section 206. If Waterway Excavation or Common Excavation is made
over the area occupied by the foundation, it shall be paid for as such.
The quantity for all classes of foundation excavation, except Class X
Excavation, shall be within vertical planes 18 inches outside the neat lines
of the footing, unless otherwise shown on the plans or specified. These
limites may be extended to include excavation for a suitable sump but shall
not exceed a horizontal area of more than 41 of the area of the footing.
The quantity for Class X Excavation shall be within vertical planes
defining the neat lines of the footing.
Foundation Excavation (unclassified) : This item is sometimes , but not always
,
set up for grade separations. If no item is included in the proposal for
these structures, no direct payment is made for foundation excavation. When
the item is included in the contract, measurement is made from the original
ground to the bottom of the footing.
Dry Excavation : Dry Excavation will be an item only where there is an item
of Wet Excavation or Class X Excavation. Dry Excavation is measured between
the original ground and the top limit of wet excavation. The top limit of
wet excavation is shown on the plans and it is normally 1 foot above low
water. If there is no item of diy excavation no direct payment is to be
made for dry excavation.
Wet Excavation : This item includes all excavation between the upper limit
of wet excavation and the bottom of the footing, unless Class X Excavation
is encountered. The example shown in this guide shows average ground
elevations, from a field book, as the top of wet excavation. When average
ground elevations are used, all of the elevations averaged must be at or
below the upper limits of the class or excavation being measured.
Class X Excavation : This item is defined in the specifications and it is
usually solid rock. The limits, as stated above, are normally the neat
lines of the footing or foundation seal.
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Original notes for each sign constructed should be placed in a field book.
These notes should show the exact location of the sign. Footing dimensions
should be shown along with length and type of posts. The message should
also be shown if the sign is such that the sign number will not reveal
the message. The headings of Form 1C 612B may be altered for tabulation
of the pay items in each individual sign.
Large signs which require considerable computation should be sketched on
Form 1C 614 along with the necessary computations . Summary of the quantities
for all signs are entered on Forms 1C 627 for comparison to the estimated
quantity.
The "remarks" column on Form 1C 612B can be used to explain overrun or
underrun quantities for individual signs.
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Original notes may be either on Form 1C 614, as shown on page 62-2, or in
a field book. A summary and computations can be made on Form 1C 615. The
totals are then carried to Form 1C 627.
It is to be noted that for a skip stripe, where a 3:5 ratio is painted, only
3/8 of the total length is the pay length of painted line.
1C 599, weigh tickets, are to be prepared for paint used. This is to be done
regardless of how "Paint for Traffic Stripe" is to be paid for. This is to
be paid for by the lineal foot , not weight
.
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Unless increased or decreased in quantities and alterations in plans materially
change the character or the cost of the work, the contract unit price will be
the rate of payment. Any adjusted price would have to be agreed to by all
parties to the contract. Any adjustment will be based only on that portion
of a major item over or under 20% of the contract quantity or on that portion
of a minor item which exceeds 6% of the total bid amount of the contract.
In preparing the final construction record, a copy of all worksheets and the
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£3~3
X. I'roj. ICO Sec. { COO Contract No. J " C6QQ
The following change is recommended. (Give location, description and reason) TV.AT" rACAoATlOK^
M-ib."\V "v^egctu oJftefoJM bi)fc TD Ff/^T A^b MASl. tXfrTHS
?^iN£l gtfcgATfrg. ITjAM TjjKT Csih IN E/ST.HAT.Uti P^/vM AI/'AkIhtIE S.
P*J ^bklSl^fe "iV Bf gta-oeO P>Clig.£. VJA^> /Jfee7QT7/\1g|^ AOb>
Mig££fe tz> *g,Y Born Parties A<. gee our yj At>r?ccf-
UNIT INCKI ASK Dl ( Rl ASF. '.; OF
CHANGEPRICE QUANT. AMT QUANT. AMI
3, F^AT 'zI/.cAUATIonJ O-hO <\?Atc Z^Cn.LrO + l\
6. "B" "BwC^OVAi ^.co |-7.T=)I b-i.illPr _/on
U3 • "B" "Beicfe-txoCri. Ab.wsTit» rcio 2s#a 12,txc (j->noi4<
THIS CHANGE doi's'.sot RESULT IN A CUMULATIVE
CHANGKOK 20' IO ANY ITEM CONSTITUTING 5% OI-'
Till ORIG1NA1 COM KAt'l
TOTALS t-F.,tol5.C* U3.373-<*






fe^GT £m 6\ R Date^AaiuJ^O
Notification and consent to this change in plans is hereby acknowledged.
Contractor (klC-e:^ CoK&XTC. I P- Bv £L'ffi . \UjL Date gg AP&l.j )^°)
Investigated and the I'ollowing recommendations made: AJ^V^&CV/ A.C
Title h.d.f.. Date 2 L(AU V^
lecoin,iTieilded//C?7 /, j (9 o i / i
or <\i;pro>al AJjUcK/ j£Zk£4 District Engineer Date <• tlM. £>7
d tV .CL?/ SLt^U^ TitleCJVfcf r-l^( fnX-tg Date ^ MAY '^9
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ADJUSTED PRICE POR FAILED MATERIAL
The Specifications allow the Engineer to permit immediate usage material
which has been incorporated into the work prior to testing to remain in
place even if the material fails. There may also be other reasons for
failed material. In any event, the deduction to be applied will be
determined by the Failed Material Committee.
In this example, the Failed Material Committee has determined that the
deduction should equal the invoice price of the failed material.
The first step is to determine the number of pay units in which the failed
material was used. In this example we assume that 120 barrels of cement
failed. The cement was used in 10" pavement at the rate of 1.5 barrels
per cubic yard.
The second step is to determine the amount that the price of each square
yard is reduced in price by dividing the invoice price of the cement by
the number of square yards affected.
This amount is subtracted from the bid price to obtain the adjusted unit
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INDIANA STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION
5M 3-79
r
RECOMMENDED CHANGE IN PLANS, MATERIALS OR QUANTITIES
.
Proj. lOO Sec. ! <S±o .Contract No. X~ OOOQ
The following change is recommended. (Give location, description and reason) T^1 i>£ L'tTiz. TV\c.




INCREASE DECREASE :, oe
CHANCEQUANT. AMT. QUANT. AMT
17. ^irVF, Cettl&ttft ^VMt Io" n.oc ee» 2o(t,cc -^
L-fJ- Sfcikie. tofJcex-cT-e; H-mt Jo" 5tt 288. I5^5.o<|
Kh.Ji)^^-t> Peicfc
THIS CHANGE ixif^Nor RESULT IN A CUMULATIVE
CHANCE Oh 20', IO ANY ITEM CONSTITUTING 5'T 01
1 III 0R1C.INAI CON'I K \( 1
TOTALS lO'^.cXl 2ol(.-co
N1:T mCRIAsl*n ' STIMATED cos r S _^» 8fii2fo_
p. a
signed QyUk H(. Tith-Vg^-ic-cr C-r^c^ Date 3/ Auft, /«*,<>
Notification aMd consent to this change in plans is hereby acknowledged.
ro,Urnctor£?4r^.eAL. Cl^iC. Co. By fl. % . (L^L- Date gj Al'ft, (<%.*>.
Investigated and the following recommendations made: CJ! V^ yc^j £*-<„
-fv^v.
Recommended /"\\'/t\
for Approval C J--tX.lv.k- A^"1^ -\
AuthM^ed CZ? K-. S. jO (
.Title b.Cfr. Date 4 A lVl
;
V,Q
District Engineer Date Z Au gr. '£*)
Not Authoiized EgjjQ^ Y^rjJL Title6lj.tJLvWa£4b^ Date gg AtK; £*?
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l SvJ b OF >M/GM£MT -- %4, CH b
.
ft*!. 1?- %> bbt of <Wlr w^'6 ^ ^«
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Computations and sketches are to be made for this type of item, on Form
1C 614.
In order for the record and final estimate to correctly show how payment
is made, the quantity to be paid for should not be altered to include it
with common excavation. A separate item should be made with the true
quantity and true unit price shown. A reference to the specification which
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THIS ARTICLE OF AGRKEMKNT, made and entered into by and between Ihe State of Indiana by >J° KH
rN^M „r KxSJitlw'SSetor "' thc Stale rl,Khw»» Commission, far and on behalf of the State of
Indiana, aa party of the Mrat part, hereinafter called the State and £l£.*Lfc£n£ir .C..€?M^XKfr?.£;n.&&!
Sr^Crf.rT." S~.rf aa party of the second part, hereinafter called the Contractor:
Whereas, it has been found necessary to perform certain work, not Included In original contract and proposal, as
executed under date of C, JAkKJ .{S.E'X.
, l^O, for the construction of Contract No...X.T..!^P.QQ
Project No..-X!.T...!.Q.Q*.., See .IL.O..Q , Str , between sUUon Q....±.£lQ. and
station S2.I&2
,
where**, this extra work is described aa lon<>w:...(Z&.M£Tjfel.ti.&XjM£t.
..1YC& Ki.l kvM$>. )&&.\l ks> Sg£i&\ukh <:±^ t^h^.hh^>^3^is
&.£:4yAK.b. hUk....£(K.Q>.., -fSS; :J}\tX ££& $££.$!Sc.k„...TP„
.1 iMrVvJM^r.v fi&SL _ _ _
Whereas, the Standard Specifications for this contract provides for such work to be performed by agreement between
the State and the Contractor.
WITNESSETH, That for and in consideration of matters hereinafter mentioned, the State does hereby hire and em-
ploy said contra-itur to furnish all materials, (except as otherwise expressly provide*!) and labor necessary and to fully
construct as directed by the Department or its authorized representative, the abova described work which shall be per-
formed in accordance with the plans, specifications and special provibiona under which the contract was awarded, and
such supplemental plans and specifications which may accompany this agreement.
The State hereby promises and agrees to pay said contractor therefor, for the actual amount of accepted Extra Work
performed, at the following unit prices or lump sums, which pncea shall be full compensation for all materials (except
aa otherwise expressly provided), equipment, tools, labor and incidentala necessary to fully complete tha respective items.
QUANTITY DESCRIPTION OP ITEM UNIT PRICK AMOUNT
4&r> (SuAees TTail. ' I YP9 V?" i^.oo n 7Zoo. oo
TOTAL
ilrl£oo.ca
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INDIANA STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION
INDIANAPOU3, INDIANA Conu No.X'..?.QQQ
proj.No.X.:.!?g.r..l.{.A o
EXTRA WORK AGREEMENT str.No
1
THIS ARTICLE OK AGREEMENT, made and entered into by and between the Stmt* of Indi«n» by
C . L. i VWr-AT I M& „ r l^^j^ 'i'"^.^ "< lhe State Highway Commission, for and on behalf of the State of
Indiana, aa party of the lint part, hereinafter called the State and. . Cl £.M £dS£str. LOAJSTKfJ.C.TI.Q.y.
C.O.ATn.\.../rvKiX » P*rty "f the second part, hereinafter called the Contractor:
Whereas, it ha* been found necessary to perform certain work, not Included In original contract and proposal, aa
executed under date of Cr *jA^ S).kSSf , 19.v/^ for the construction of Contract No JnZ.QQQd _
Project N«..X.r.JOO..i s*. IJ£>_0 , Str , between station. Q>. f......Q.Q. and
station. B "Zr^. &Q , whereas, this extra work la described as follows:.JcU.lS.bU.MkJ.*Ml-.A^P
.j^cHjUY_lhi& J^n<Mifc*Q.yS» yATfcM^-JL. feE^.....X^.c...C^f^T.../.iM,
Ca\A?XiM*Cr& .yJJ.rw ^Z..cKc^..Aq3. &&...3&k .^^CkJEj^&nQHS
,
Whereas, the Standard Specification! for thii contract provide! for such work to be performed by agreement between
the State and the Contractor.
WITNESSETH, That for and in consideration of matters hereinafter mentioned, the State does hereby hire and em-
ploy said contractor to furnish all materials, (except as otherwise expretfsly provided) and labor necessary and to fully
construct as directed by the Department or its authorised representative, the above described work which shall be per-
formed in accordance with the plana, specification! and special provisions under which the contract was awarded, and
auch supplemental plan! and specification! which may accompany this agreement.
The State hereby promises and agrees to pay said contractor therefor, for the actual amount of accepted Extra Work
performed, at the following unit prices or lump sums, which prices shall be full compensation fur all maienali (except
u otherwise expressly provided), equipment, tools, labor and incidentals necessary to fully complete the respective items.
DESCRIPTION OF ITKM UNIT PRICK
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6 INDIANA STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION
RECOMMENDED CHANGE IN I'LANS. MATERIALS OR QUANTITIES
5M 3 79
tf)
j:_ Proj |OQ Sec , j (Sl£> .Contract No. J-CJ-OCX*.?
The following change is recommended. (Give location, description and reason) ~T"H^' "TAcU V fXT]<^.
&<P ^-r-lVir-O^CitOfex
-S.Tfr.fr i . CM g^jfrfcl LP gjg Hi£ PlAl'^
CONTRACT ITEM UNITFRICL
IM Id ASI. DECREASE
'5 OF
CIIANGtQUANT. AMT. ouan r. AMT
A?>. ^IMf^CeClKKh STfcfrL O.I LT "-5o^ 4S.CX' + 1
THIS CHANGE nOP^NOT RESULT IN A CUMULATIVE
CTIANCit 01- :ir, 1(1 Wi III M CONSTITUTING 5'.' Ol
nil OR1GINA1 CONTRACT
TOIAIS AS>co






>ge>-\fe.<T fctJftK. Date 1 ^At"
,
fOl,^
Notification/and consent to this change in plans is hereby acknowledged.
Contractor C-\^i.^PL. Cf^STfc . Co . By A.ffi. IXtL- Date ) W AY , 1 Ol,^












6 INDIANA STATIi HIGHWAY COMMISSION
RECOMMENDED CIIANGL IN PLANS. MATERIALS OK QUANTITIES
'jM 3 79
7o
Sec I (°0 Contract No. X~ OOClQ
The following change is recommended. (Give location, description and reason) ! '^\
c
7> Ati>WST,S>
txK, »k ^ gifcAKivXJ^. Cc^M6-M 7?AU:AvJAno<.-t AvA,icA,fM£, " VrlA/
K^T OHAtvfcVfc Jgfe-fryULAe jFbjgllOhJ ±jL3cu




IN< Rl AS! DECREASE
: of
CHANCEQUANT. AMT. QUANT. AMT
f^AU£f\£. i^e.TloU O^ C't-MTTCAC-
(^"fr* Bfc^fccLO i?c-fc T;rftfrtWL





H R^fS&coU «:(=- SrejcmYn.
T2»\c<pilu.
r
4,co Hc« W-.co -2
THIS CHANGE |)0™SNc7r RESULT IN A CUMULATIVE
niANGl: HI 20'. I() AW 1 11 M CONSTITUTING 5% OF
rill OKIGINAI CONTRA! 1
TOTALS c
-)Z.co C4.cc





[VjU^ ML Tin.-Peo^^r lauivc n,tP 16 MA* . ftfafr
Notification and consent to this change in plans is hereby acknowledged.
Con t ractor &&}YtPAL G&SLlL Co . Bv H C) . CUjL- Date 6 ( to | f^^







Titte b.£.g. Date jiMjVlJ^
District Engineer Date 1*3 Mr\Y (<3>
^fM ^lrO^.T,,lefllUL{JlA0jil^tDjU. JfUAlV>tii2[
210
S">» F orm 36929
Rov5.27.68 INDIANA STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION
RECOMMENDED CHANGE IN PLANS, MATLRIALS OR QUANTITIES
71
X" Proi. (00 sec. \C^O
.Contract No.JJlOOC^_
The following change is recommended. (Give location, description and reason) ^-'QEA'j?. vb ^>fc,
*3£ a it>.
CONTRACT ITLM UNITPRlCt
IN(T!I AS1 DECREASE %OF
CIIANGLOUANT. AMT. OUANT AMT.
<0. 'Su^B/V^. 4.O0 3oo l^OOOC k 4-(..
1'
.
TIIISCHANGI ixj}"s!!ot RESULT IN A Cl'Ml LA tlVi'.
f '!!,*N(.l; 01 :ir: Hi \SV ITIM CONSTITUTING ST. OK
IIII 0RIGINA1 CtJNTH \('l
TOTALS CZoo.«
Nl r




:§u^3b= MS= TitleV^P-^i-T ^ r^PlH D3te tT W
,
m*)




, By ft, f) ,Q^— Oate 11- -Wy . l^X-Q
Investigated and the following recommendations made: NVI'Xc^ iVl.
.Title f>.<L.ZBy (Jh^-V- {.jft-jUL4
Recomineiided^r-?-'' L T\
for Apfolval C'Vo^aJL. 3dH-^^
Authorized v-/ '—-' .-^ ~
Not Authorized CU^^X g^ggjb Title Qvv-vi , V>ivJ cA levy- n ... '^A'lLJ^
District Engineer
Date j4 Wm t-*)




6 INDIANA STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION
RECOMMENDED CHANGE IN PLANS, MATERIALS OR QUANTITIES
5M 3 79
It
_J* Proj. _!££>_ Sec. IMP .Contract No. X' OOOQ
The following change is recommended, (Give location, description and reason) IrC IJ tli'fft A
Mil pL&ut&b #r rvc fu-z <ueA)ees o? rnr- £&M£. Ar
~Tvfc "fi*Au/ieb fan. &ub tudlLLZEh. r^ mt 8&A&Z Paitnos,.
i#</. £&EA LOcfZtf £l££££jJ&t&. ^ A 6*7-/.
UNIT INCRI ASI DECREASE %OF
CHANCECONTRACT ITEM QUANT. AMT. QUANT. AMT.
ZSAioACb f&iL.TvPfi. "&* Jbss 4&>.o 4A&>.ce -/DO
THIS CHANGE rjon^sOT RESULT IN A CUMULATIVE
OIANCII'OI :<)'; IO ANY ITKM CONSTITUTING 5% OF
Illl OKIGIN'AI CONTRACT
TOIAIS 4Sca.co
NFT liruOASMl INTIMATED COSTS dt-CCj-^2.
e.ss
Signed h&JUL ^L Ti,\Jth/ecr PKL7tL Date /'->' frPT, Q/.-Q
Notification and consent to this change in plans is hereby acknowledged.
Contractor <£fr££>fc £&J$lZl ^1. Bv f)Jj Q&L Date ^/i sjl^
Investigated and the following recommendations made: it rrt~Cl//f{_,
1UU-
Recommended ,Sp '"//) /I
for Approval I 3 iLUJ- J't-,K-^-
.TitleiM, Date O -n-6^
Date ">-\l-C>'* < <) District Engineer
Authorized /[? a C S 1^ f si t \ i A






6 INDIANA STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION
RECOMMENDED CHANGE IN PLANS, MA1LKIALS OK QUANTITIES
73
jr. Proj. ftt> _Sec. / (dp .Contract No. <X~POOO
The following change is recommended. (Give location, description and reason) fiPlS A 10 *__2___
t(lfL) AT SfApDH 4D*t6 £>• THff, XI6/J b IT 5//CLO Vlt.




INCREASE Dl CREASE ", or
CHANGEQUANT. AMI. OUANT. AMT.
a. 7vw? "A' <*bu PAtt.
(ifJCLUtirS /)LL C-Cfi) 8<b0 Z5^ £45.00 / l?S" )
G9.&revcTU£At, 5rt.iL Peifi.6<WL o- Bo /#?/ i?J12-2^ izjxj
6/.0t^s,s, "A" deHtem /5-£.5/*//s /Soft. 7.0 435.00 */4S 1
TIHSniANGE no^^ir RLSULT IN A CUMULATIVE
OIANC.1 OH :<i 10 ANY HEM CONSTITUTING .w or
Till OKICINAI < 0N1R \lT
TOTALS 23*5?.ft>
nlt wwaaaKCT estimated cost S-2^5 <• fcO
10
f.S>1
Signed Qi=JLd= \M^=z _TitlyCaea &(,£. Date /&-?o-t-*">
Notificatio/i and consent to this change in plans is hereby acknowledged.
Contractor fa*Ji£f)L dcMSf. C'c . By
_.Aj2J£_4l1_ Datc tO'-lO'L-*}




Date /g - 2.-U-^^
K uommyiiucu ,-r /JO W>
foN^Appfoval f.'M'.&^tA. ^-V^-A-t'o District Engineer
Authorized X?7 rt . O^-r"' r>, 1 -v j; /i
Not Authorized LM'^'C <.^<T^.O... Title Liiil I , fru et &MST. Date /0 - ZT-^-O
213
Explanation Sheet for 1C 642
COMPARISON OF ESTIMATES
These forms compare the original quantities estimated to the final quantities
that are to be paid for. One set of forms should be made for the entire
contract on all jobs. On "B" and "R" Contracts, a separate set is to be
prepared for each project, bridge, or access road for which a separate
estimate is contained in the proposal.
Sample 1C 642 Breakdown
Funding
Contract R-oooo 90-10 70-30 100% Staff Structure Project
Project 1 Str 1 642 642 642 642 642
Project 2 Str 1 642 642 642 642 642
Str 2 642 642 642 642
One additional 1C 642 is necessary with a grant total for the complete contract,
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Explanation Sheet for l.C. 654
RECORD OP CONSTRUCTION
Each contract should have either a Form 1C. 654 prepared for each project
or bridge in the contract.
Each form should show the name of the Project Engineer or Inspector who
supervised the principal part of the work.
Under Source of Materials it is important that the mill, pit, or quarry
can be located as well as the name of the producer shown.
Any new, experimental, or unusual feature of the contract should be shown.
A separate sheet of plain paper can be added if necessary.
In the upper right portion of Form 1C 654 the principal items in the contract
are to be listed. Their costs per mile and costs per square yard are to be
computed as they are applicable. On bridge widening contracts the unit
prices only should be shown. This part of the form need not be completed
for bridge painting or mowing contracts.
On mowing contracts, acreage instead of miles, should be shown.
On bridge painting contracts the source of the paint and number of costs
should be shown on the bottom part of Form 1C 654.
For bridges that are a part of an "R" contract, only the upper left part of
the l.C. 654 needs to be filled out. This is also true of "B" contracts
that are for "bare bridges". On bridge contracts with approach pavement the
bottom portion of the form should be completed also.
In computing the cost per mile for grading, pavement, and structures, include
the items that are grouped together in the itemized proposal. Do not include
bridge items in the structure items.
Separate forms need not be made for Access Roads . These quantities should be
included with other road quantities.
A "Major" item is any item that is in excess of S% of the total contract,
excluding lump sum items.
224
I.C. 654 SUtl Form 2:
Rev. 5/72






INDIANA STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION
RECORD OF CONSTRUCTION ^3
.
1( 1)0. NET LENGTH AS AWAROfcDiifiQ. 1
.1.000
N. Main St. In Miami form First
Street "orth 1.00 Miles.
COUNTY. Indian












COST PER MILE (ALL ITEMS)
COST PER MILE IPAVEMENT)
COST PER MILE (GRADING)























BO, ''07.20 $ 6.32
^5,707.^0 $ ZjhW~
21 ,200. 00 , 1.6~4~~
'i-2, 055. 00 « 3.30







_ done c U75.911.79
LIQUIDATED
OAMAGES $.
SOURCE OF MATERIALS (SPECIFIC LOCATIONS)
If material is from different sourcos show station numbers for each source:
MATERIAL COMPANY SOURCE STA. TO STA.
'11 Stone Hoosier A'^re-jate Miami Entire Job
"U- Stone lloosier A^re.^ate Miami Entire Job
'/l? Sand Hoosier A.^^re^ate Miami Entire Job
AP IV Standard Asphalt Standard City Entire Job
RC 70 Standard Asphalt Standard City Entire Job
MC 70 Standard Asphalt Standard Ctiy Entire Job
PAVEMENT DATA FIRST
lilt. minous Pa vernei
SECOND THIRD £°SS5&f»tx
TYPE OF COURSE A'^-rre :ate bit. Base Bit. Surfase .-(.C. Concrete
WIDTH 58' 2V-6" Zk' 2V
AREA (SYS.)
THICKNESS
6" V 1" 10"
SIZE AGGREGATE lift & •/111 14-1 %
LBS. PER SYO.
BIT. MAT'L. (GALS./LBS. & SYD.)
GRADE AND PRIME Mc 70
KIND OF IN COURSE AP k AP h
HIT MAT'L. SEAL
EXPANSION SPACING None CONTRACTION SPACING k0'
JOINTS TYPE JOINTS TYPE D-l
WIDTH










RkIkh I.C 364A & M 269
2M 10 80
PROJECT NO 1-100
CONTRACT NO. - ^ °
c,„«„ 100-1-1111
INDIANA STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION
RECORD OF CONSTRUCTION
1(1)0
location » Main St. In Miami over Squaw
Creek, 0.5 nlle North of r'orr.t Street
Indian
NET LENGTH AS AWARDED
LENGTH ACTUALLY BUILT
COST PER MILE IALL ITEMS)
COST PER MILE (PAVEMENT)
COST PER MILE (GRADING)
COST PER MILE (STRUCTURES)
ROAO NO.
AWARDED _2_ January, 19^9













project engr. "°hn Doe
Robert Doe














SOURCE OF MATERIALS (SPECIFIC LOCATIONS)
If mater ial is from different sources show station numbers for each source:
MATERIAL COMPANY SOURCE ST A. TO STA.







BIT. MAT'L. (GALS./LBS. & SYD.)
GRADE AND PRIME
KIND OF IN COURSE
BIT. MAT'L. SEAL
EXPANSION SPACING CONTRACTION SPACING




SUBMITTED BY: 0<Mui 4*11_






Explanation Sheet for l.C. 635
RECORD OF COMPLETION AND ACCEPTANCE
This form summarizes a number of pertinent dates for the contract. One
copy is to be prepared for each contract.
The line for the date that the surface was completed applied to main line




STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT OF INDIANA
DISTRICT ENGINEER'S REPORT OF FINAL INSPECTIONS
1-0000CONTRACT
PROJECT NO. 1-100-1(1)0




DATE LAST PAVEMENT WAS LAID- 30 September
DATE ENTIRE PROJECT OPENED TO TRAFFIC- 31 October
VARIATIONS IN PAVEMENT SURFACE REMOVED-
JOINTS AND CRACKS SEALED
30 September
30 July
DATE LAST WORK PERFORMED
-
31 October
WORK INSPECTED AND FOUND SATISFACTORY BY_ Bruce Doe
on 31 October
CENTRAL OFFICE LETTER OF ACCEPTANCE DATED.
"DATE CEMENT CONCRETE PATCHING COMPLETED—





•DATE BITUMINOUS UNDERSEAL COMPLETED.
•DATE BINDER COMPLETED 16 September
•DATE BITUMINOUS SEAL COMPLETED.
'DATE BITUMINOUS SURFACE COMPLETED. 30 September















Items indicated by * only when applicable to the Contract
DISTRICT ENGINEER
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Explanation Sheet for l.C. 632
LIQUIDATT :.D DAMAGES
This form provides a place for systematic computation of liquidated damages,
if any apply to a contract. Only one form is necessary for each contract.
This form provides space for computing contract completion data for "Work
Day," "Calendar Date," and contracts with "Intermediate Completion Time."
The line labeled "Additional Days/Time/Date Approved" is to be used in cases
where time for added work is approved and the value of this work is greater
than the proportion to the dollar value of the original contract. This can
only be approved by. letter from the Chief Highway Engineer, and it must have
the concurrence of the Federal Highway Administration on participating con-
tracts. (Except Secondary Projects)
The percent of overrun is that percent shown at the bottom of the last 1C
642 sheet for the entire contract. Note that the percent overrun does not
apply to the "Intermediate Completion Time" unless specifically provided for
in the Special Provisions.
The amount of liquidated damages to be charged per day for Work Day, Calendar
Day, and Fixed Date Contracts is shown in Article 108.07 of the Standard
Specifications. The amount of liquidated damages to be charged per day on
Intermediate Completion Time contracts is provided for in the Special
Provisions
.
When computing extensions on Calendar Date Contracts, additional days may be
entered on the "Delay in Issuing the Notice to Proceed" line only when you
receive written authority from the Contracts Engineer. Section 108.06 of
the Specifications states that an extension to the contract completion date
will be allowed if the Notice to Proceed is not issued within 20 days of the
Letting and the delay is not due to the failure of the contractor to provide
requesteaTTorms or information. On the "Contract Overrun" line, it is noted
that the number of days to be used in computing the number of overrun days,
is the number of days starting with the day after the Letting, to and
including the original completion date.
Occasionally, we have contracts that are to be completed within a specified
number of CALENDAR DAYS. Computations should be made in the space provided
for "Calendar Date Contracts ," except that the line "Delay in Issuing Notice
to Proceed" will not apply on Calendar Day contracts.
The Intermediate Completion Time is always in combination with one of the
other types of completion dates. Care must be taken not to confuse the
computation of each type.
When the District receives written authority to extend or revise the comple-
tion time on a contract, and this extension or revision does not follow the
standard formulas set out on Form 1C 632 , then appropriate references must
be entered on the 1C 632, so that any reviewing personnel may easily follow
the new calculations.
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Explanation Sheet for l.C. 632
(Continued)
If liquidated damages are to be assessed for one or more types of completion
dates, entries are to be made on the appropriate line under "Liquidated
Damages To Be Assessed" and a grand total of all damages is then transferred
to the progress or final estimate as a lump sum figure.












Date o( First Work
Contract Number
Lotting D.ite ikC . I I } /9/-Q 'JBAL Cp/'V'^O
Awa.d Date JM > £j QU Date ol La-.t Work Ccf' 0'l's«2?J
Notice To Proceed Date
. .
JAM 3. '0^ Contractor &£M£&tL €&l ffl£X™M ^ '
FOR WORK DAY CONTRACTS:
Work Days Allowed
Contract Over ±2L .%]
(No. of Work Days)
Additional Days Approved
Total Work Days Allowed
Number of Work Days Used
Number of Work Days Over
FOR CALENDAR DATE CONTRACTS:
Contract Completion Dale
Delay in issuing Notice To Proceed
. . . .
Conti act Overrun (
.
* Number of days starting with the day alter the Letting, to and including the Original
Completion Date
Additional Time or Date Approved
Adjusted Calendar Completion Date
Actual Calendar Completion Date
Number of Calendar Days Over
FOR IMMEDIATE COMPLETION TIME: (Open to traffic, road closure, traffic restr.ction)
Original Intermediate Completion Time (from Special Provisions)
Contract Overrun ( %)
(See Special Provisions)
Additional Time or Date Approved
Adjusted Intermediate Completion Time
First day of Closure or Restriction
Last day of Closure or Restriction (Open to Traffic) .
NumbPr of days used
Number of days over








@ $ llO /day -
(£> S /clay =
@ S /day-
Date Review Completed. jA"/^
f
)\V<'.f -D 'j jjitS.




























ENGINEER OF OFFICE ADMINISTRATION
Stsw Form 3403
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_lr ico- 1 (ho
COMPLETION DATE & LIQUIDATED DAMAGES DATA
P.iqe
Project Number
Letting DaM ,W /% / OtP>
Award Date
-x1ML£j /%?
Monce To Proceed Date .... J/i^3
f
/^/-^
FOR WORK DAY CONTRACTS:
Work Days Allowed
Contract Overrun I %) x
Structure Number




Date of Last Work Qcf 3l
; j$&
Contractor '<AtoCA< (e*J5rgi£g£Aj Pn.
. days
INo. of Work Days)
Additional Days Approved
Total Work Days Allowed
Number of Work Days Used
Number of Work Days Over
FOR CALENDAR DATE CONTRACTS:







Delay in issuing Notice To Proceed
Contract Oven un I Zli J^* »/.)
Numbe, of days storting with the day after the Lotting, to and including the Original
Completion Date





Adjusted Calendar Completion Date (\- J J^ /<^)/^
Actual Calendar Completion Date £\iT Si I ^)(r *-}
days
Number of Calendar Days Over
FOR IMMEDIATE COMPLETION TIME: (Open to traffic, road closure, traffic restriction.
Original Intermed.ate Completion Time (from Special Provisions)
Contract Overrun (_ %) x
SL
(See Special Provisions)
Additional Time or Date Approved
Adjusted Intermediate Completion Time
First day of Closure or Restriction
Last day of Closure or Restriction (Open to Traffic)
Number nf days used
Numbor of days over














® $ /day .
>,,Date Review Completed •' £(" O/, /0£^









ENGINEER OF OFFICE ADMINISTRATION
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I.C. 632






LeumgDate vCC* I h ' jJSS-3 Date ot First Work
Award Date *J//A/ <-- ) ' £&* Dale of Last Work
Nonce To Proceed Date .... ^JciLL^h L '2*2 S
FOR WORK DAY CONTRACTS:
Work Days Allowed
Contract Overrun ( *&>
Contract Number
Oct 3/J&&
(No. of Work Days)
Additional Days Approved
Total Work Days Allowed
Number of Work Days Used
Number of Work Days Over
FOR CALENDAR DATE CONTRACTS:
Contract Completion Date
Delay in issuing Notice To Proceed4% «, x 2&tContract Overrun I
• Number of days starting with the day after, the Letting, to and including the Ongtnat
Completion Date
Addition.il Time or Date Approved
Adjusted Ca'endar Completion Date
Actual Calendar Completion Dale
Number of Calendar Days Over
FOR IMMEDIATE COMPLETION TIME: (Qpoa to » n lt.n, rnud o l osuro , traffic restriction)
Original Intermediate Completion Time (from Special Provisions)
Contract Overrun ( %)
(See Special Provisions)
Additional Time or Date Approved
Adjusted Intermediate Completion Time
First day of dwwrq or Restriction
Last day of fteww o* Restriction (Open to Traffic)
Number of days used
Number of days over
LIQUIDATED DAMAGES TO BE ASSESSED:
Work Day Contracts: day
Calendar Date Contracts:















































Form M-39 2M ,.80
Nov. 1946
3M 6-77
Contract No. 1-0000 Date 31 Dec. 19 6
_9_
CONTRACTOR'S INSPECTION OF FINAL CONSTRUCTION RECORD REPORT
Paul Jones
District Engineer
P. 0. Box 100
Indian Creek, Indiana
Having checked the Final Construction Record on Contract
No. 1-0000 I hereby agree that the quantities are acceptable.
Total Work Done is $475,911. 79
Less Liquidated Damages 700.00
Net $475,211.79
Having reviewed the charges for failure to complete the
contract by the completion date I hereby agree that the charges are acceptable.
5 days 3 $140 = $700 (Working Day Completion)
or
7 days 3 $100 = $700 (Calendar Day Completion)
Signed \lWjgte-f-' >K^^
Title President
Company General Construction Co.
1 - Construction Record
1 - Contractor
1 - District File
State Form 2604
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Explanation Sheet for l.C. 149
PROPERTY RELEASE
The General Instruction for Field Employees states that this form must be
secured from all property owners where debris, such as stumps, is wasted.
Releases are also required from owner's of Borrow Pits, plant sites, haul
roads , or where for any other reason the Contractor has worked outside the
permanent or temporary right-of-way in connection with the project.
Property releases protect the Contractor as well as the State. In any case
where a property owner refuses to sign a release without further work or
compensation from the Contractor, two careful checks should be made by the
Project Engineer. The first check should be that our Specifications and
plans have been complied with and the second check should be to determine
if any agreement, written or implied, ;vith the land owner, has been
satisfied. If it is found that both of these contracts have been fulfilled,
with the owner still refusing to sign a release, the unsigned release should
be placed in the record with the Project Engineer's statement that the
property in question was left in satisfactory condition. Either the Area
or District Construction Engineer must also sign the Project Engineer's
explanation waiving the release.
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^O
Form 1 .C. 1^9
Rev. 1962
INDIANA STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION
PROPERTY RELEASE FROM LANDOWNER FOR DISPOSAL OF TREES, STUMPS, CONCRETE,
OR OTHER UNSUITABLE MATERIAL AND/OR BORROW PIT RELEASE.
CONTRACT NO. 1-0000 ^aml
__
( Indiana
PROJECT NO. 1-100-1(1)0 31 October ( 1 969
STRUCTURE NO.
We*3^ l), the undersigned, }&WftgP% (or owner) of land along
State Highway No. 100 from Station 9+90 to Station 26-t^O
adjacent to the above noted contract, constructed by General
Construction Go. hereby state that my property has been left in a
satisfactory condition and I release the Contractor from any claim for
use or damage to said property.
(Signed) .V^.A"^^^..










Explanation Sheet l.C. 728
Final payment to a contractor will be made within 180 clays after acceptance
of the project. Acceptance is considered as the date the contractor is
relieved of further maintenance as set out in the final acceptance letter.
If the final payment is not made within 180 days of final acceptance, the
contractor will be paid interest at a rate by the state legislature on the
unpaid balance.
The 1C 728 is a list of pertinent dates for the computation of interest due
the contractor, if any. This form should be completed by the District and
enclosed at the back of the Final Construction Record and sent to the
central office.
Any explanation of dates that is necessary can be put in the Remarks sections.
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CONTROLLING DATES IN FINAL ESTIMATE PREPARATION
,-C
"
M" FOR COMPUTING INTEREST DUE THE CONTRACTOR
5M 11-74
project no. J^ioo-uOo sTRiiPTURFMn 100-1-im contract no.
DATE OF ACCEPTANCE 5 November
PRELIMINARY QUANTITIES TO DISTRICT 15 November
CONSTRUCTION RECORD TO DISTRICT 5 December
FINAL QUANTITIES TO LABORATORY 9 December
DISTRICT MATERIAL CERTIFICATE TO LABORATORY 16 December
MATERIAL CERTIFICATE RECEIVED 28 December
•RECORD READY FOR CENTRAL OFFICE (NOT INCLUDING M-39) January
M-39 SENT TO CONTRACTOR 31 December
M-39 RECEIVED FROM CONTRACTOR 5 January
CONTRACTOR CONTROLLED TIME LOSS
RAILROAD INDEBTEDNESS CLEARANCE RECEIVED D 'fA
INCREASED TIME LOSS
DATE OF CONCRETE CORE REPORT }z
January
DATE REPLACEMENT COMPLETED (IF ANY)
INCREASED TIME LOSS






































NORMALLY NO CONTRACTOR CONTROLLED TIME LOSS SHALL BE CHARGED PRIOR TO THIS DATE.
See Instructions G.L. No. 2-73
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DOCUMENTATION OF ALTERNATE BID ITEMS
When alternate bid items are used in lieu of regular bid items , a Change
In Plans, Form I.C. 626 must be prepared. The I.C. 626 should show the
deletion of the regular bid item and the addition of the respective alter-
nate item. The letter "A" should be placed after the item number of each
alternate item being added. See Sample "A".
The Progress Estimate, Form DAC-25, should also reflect the alternate bid
item as an entirely new entry. The line item number of the alternate bid
and the regular bid item should be the same number; however, an "A" should
be placed behind that of the alternate bid. Note that the quantity of the
regular bid item should equal zero (0) when alternate items are used. See
Sample "B".
When preparing the Final Construction Record, Form I.C. 627 should show the
regular as well as the alternate bid quantity. A note signed by the Project
Engineer to the effect that Federal participation is limited only to the
regular bid price should also appear on this Form. This will assist in
assuring the proper release of funds for final billing. See Sample "C".
When the Comparison of Estimates, Form I.C. 642, is complied, both the
regular bid items and the alternate bid item should be listed on the
•Total" sheet. If the contract is broken down into 90/10, 70/30, and 100%
State funding, the breakdown must reflect both alternate and regular bid
items. As illustrated on the attached Sample Sheets D, E, and F; the
regular and alternate bid item will appear on the 90/10 breakdown at the
regular bid price and the difference between the two, will appear on the 100%
State breakdown.
The Comparison of Estimates, Form I.C. 642, showing the funding breakdown
will be the only place where the alternate bid item will be broken down to





INDIANA STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION
RECOMMENDED CHANGE IN PLANS, MATERIALS OR QUANTITIES
^£
I-FI Proj.. 465-5 .Sec. (193)106 .Contract No..
The following change is recommended. (Give location, description and reason)
.





CHANGEQUANT. AMT. QUANT. AMT
#2. 400 Watt Roadway Luninaire 170.00 30 5,100.00 100
#4. 150 Watt Underpass Luninaire 300.00 15 4,500.00 100
#5. 250 Watt Sign Luninaire 140.00 90 12,600.00 100
#2A. 400 Watt Roadway Luninaire 190.00 30 5,700.00 100
#4A. 150 Watt Underpass Luninaire 350.00 15 5,250.00 100
#5A. 250 Watt Sign Luninaire 150.00 90 13,500.00 100
THIS CHANGE doe^NOT RESULT IN A CUMULATIVE
CHANGE OF 20% TO ANY ITEM CONSTITUTING 5% OF
THE ORIGINAL CONTRACT. .
_
TOTALS 24,450.00 22,200.00




Notification and consent to this change in plans is hereby acknowledged.
Contractor By Date













' Form OAC It























CURR. YR. UNUQ. >Al.
TOT. UNUQ. BAl.










QUANT TIES UNIT unitIprice EXTENSION
THIS FST. TOT
-DATE D0LS ! CENT D0LS :nts
nnm GUARD RAIL TYPE DS (MODIFIED 1 100 1 0000 20; 00000 2000 00




0002A ROADWAY LUM 1 NA 1 RE : A00 WATT 30 0000 1901 00000 5700 00_
HIGH PRESSURE SODIUM G.E.
1









nniU imnFRPAsq imminairf: iw wat r
.
_30_0
high prfssiirf $nn|HM i iimi-
NAIRE FOR PIFP i"AP MmiMTlNB
with vA^dai <;hifi n
000OO'lAl,Nf)FRPA?' <; HJMINAIRF: ISO WATT 15 0000 150 J2Q00_Q_ 5250
HIGH PPE^npF SODIUM uim|-
NAIRF FOR PIFR HAP MOUNTING !
WITH VANDAI SHIFIO C- . F .
WAI 1 IftHTFR Wl -2S0 (SEE I.C.
626 DATFO q-l-78)
000S SIGN LUMINAIRF: 2S0 WATT 0000 11)0 00000 00
MFRfllRY VAPOR LUMINAIRF WITH
CI ARF SHIFI D
nnn^A sign imminairf : 2S0 watt 9C 0000 150 00000 13500! 00
MFRfllRY VAPOR LUMINAIRE WITH
r.LARE SHiFi n r. f uAiur.HTFfl
Wl -2S0 (SFF 1 .C. 626 DATED
q-i-7fl)
OOP' RFf.TANr.lll AR POSTS 6( 0000 3 00000 180 00
1
• OVERRUN OF PROPOSAL QUANTITY
1
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Indiana State Highway Commission
CONSTRUCTION RECORD
465-5 (193)106
2. 400 Watt Roadway Luminaire
Item 2A. 400 Watt Roadway Luminaire (G.E. Style M-400)
Contract No..
RT-20000









30 30 Item #2
30 30 Item #2A.
See I.C. 626 dated 5-1-7* 1




















































































































Measurement and documentation of traffic items such as cables, luminaires
and high mast poles will be handled in the same manner as pipe structures.
The completion of form 1C 612B is not necessary. The quantities and location
of cable and other traffic items may be kept as original notes in a field
book or other appropriate ISHC form. If the original notes are not bound




INDIANA STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION
CONSTRUCTION RECORD
itpm 3 tm jum Qjwt.9. CONTRACT NO.











/fe /W^o ^ro /tiro
YUteoo M d<H. :/0f7)M<ZA4tJ0U)
/ ifiO
COMPUTED BY jllW CHECKED tf&.
Stats Form 2602
247
BRIDGE PECK REPAIR ITEMS
Bridge Deck Repair items such as patching, surface seal, overlay and
scarifying will be broken down by project in the final construction record.
Pertinent original notes may be kept in a bound field book or on an appro-
priate ISHC form. Any original notes which are not bound in the record
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INDIANA STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION
CONSTRUCTION RECORD
-*ij- 1^-7 ^ 0,-4.Z-57S-7A."
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INDIANA STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION
CONSTRUCTION RECORD
Cb) &>6-6£- 5 7S7A
SECTION LfV 8TR. NO lafa ~ k? . z£t££ZA CONTRACT NO.
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--SI. PROJ. HO §3fc2L
Indiana State Highway Commission
CONSTRUCTION RECORD
















PfccJgT. ^T-37^2ft tct£3 6^3 fefl lWl I fc£ I 34
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£ fe; PftfeS L.-U iMf?rEiJcn=r> rbfc Loaj reflate- 7v?ni a- th
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tefeg.MlK^ Trfc OOiCK. TH£I I UJOLJO PAM rtMlV PMCfc |f- ttij
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1)1 font nn DTjG-)f . SECTION
Indiana State Highway Commission
CONSTRUCTION RECORD
_CAS> 8TR. NO. K-C- g - S4^S £> CONTRACT NO,
e>4--^
P>- iri25>
ITEM. ArbftfnftMiXi. ("pMCF/m-. fxiftfri-C7ik.fr *3
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ftufcer. $r-3Z/*?.fc Ife^ £3-z 4^ DccC \op | 4-7
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Rwnffc Contract 5o"5 ^2 Tl
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. SECTION_£^ HTn HC> C<Q- <c'L~ "2jt££>hl CONTRACT NO. hz\H2B
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Indiana State Highway Commission
.CONSTRUCTION RECORD
SECTION_iAj STR. NO. 0Xl'~C<>"Z.— S^>V> A. CONTRACT NO.
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DATA FOR COMPUTING B BORROW
This section of the Manual as indicated in the Index consists
of two diagrams and 108 Tables for determining B Borrow quantities
(backfill)
.
These pages are not included in this copy of this report
as they were not changed. Copies are available if desired from:
Joint Highway Research Project
Civil Engineering Building
Purdue University
West Lafayette, Indiana 47907


